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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

ER 20, 1972

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

TWO SECTIONS TODAY
Included in today's 22 page
edition of the Ledger & Times is
an eight-page tabloid section for
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED PRESS
& UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

In Our 93rd Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, November 21, 1972

Community Wide Medicine Cabinet
Clean-Up Program Planned Here
The Calloway County Council
on Drug Education has announced a community wide
medicine cabinet clean-up
program. The drug council
working with the Murtay
Woman's Club has designated
the weeks beginning November
27 and going through December
8 as "Clean out your Medicine
Cabinet" weeks.
The council urges all adults to
take a look at the old medicines

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Over at Rudy's this morning
getting some coffee and a
sausage and biscuit and Don
Keller's father says we referred
to him as Don Keller's father
instead of using his first name
and he wondered why. We just
told him the reason was that we
forgot his name was Harry. We
wish that we could answer all
questions as easily as we did
that one.
Some questions are difficult
to answer, but not that one.
Coming down Main Street one
day this week and it was cloudy
and overcast and then too, we
just do not see too well at that
early hour. A Squirrel zips
across in front of us. We tried to
slow down but it all happened so
fast we did not do too much
good. We looked in the rear view
mirror to see if the little fellow
made it across and apparently
he did, because he was nowhere
in sight.
We not only do not see too
good early in the morning, we
also do not think too well. We
also do not move too well. In
fact we are not excatly up to
facing the world at an early
hour. We move about and hear
tses, but it all- comes in as a
sort of yakity racket. After a
cup or two of coffee we begin to
come around, our heart picks
up, our breat4ing becomes
regular, our color comes back,
we can begin to distinguish
various and sundry objects, and
otherwise
become more
human.
Waking up is quite a chore.
We understand that Joe Hal
Spann is doing better. He's
down at Memphis.
Thanksgiving is just a day
away and Christmas is a month
from Saturday. A new year
facing us in just a little over a
month,
Mrs. Hildrid Sharpe comes up
with this poem about "I'm glad
I'm not Santy Clause."
"Santa Clause, Santy Clause
I'm glad I'm not you,
If kids don't get what they worit
It's all blamed on you.
Susie wants a baby doll
One that crys and wets
Johnny wants a poodle dog
One that he can pet.
Jr. wants a little red car
And it made of tin
My wife wants the whole wide
world
And it all fenced in
I'd like to get these things
If I had a job and could
But Santy, you see I can't
So I wish you would."

PES

Continued on Page Fourteen)

The Weather

9;

ers

Gradual clearing Thursday...partly cloudy Friday and
Saturday. Cool Thursday and
Friday...a little warmer Saturday. Early morning lows in the
upper 20s to mid 30s during the
period. Dayttme highs in the
upper 406 to mid 50s Thursday
and- Priday...and in the 50s to
around 60 Saturday.

which may have accumulated
around the house. The holiday
season is approaching and the
Calloway County Drug Council
urges all adults to help make
this a safe holiday season for
our young people.
The Journal of Pediatrics in
the October 1971 issue states,
"Accidental ingestion of
narcotics by infants and young
children has teecome a real
problem. Precautions need to
be taken to reduce the risk of
poisoning of infants and
children in the home. Parents
and grandparents are urged to
keep all medicine out of the
reach of children. The incidence
of emergency room admissions
due to accidental poisoning by
the opiates and opium
derivatives is definitely on the
increase.The National Association of
Retail Druggist, The American
Pharmaceutical
Association,
and
American
Medical
Association has urged that
peoplellstdiscard
all old
prescriptions and those of
unknown character. Drugs lose
their strength and potency with
age and sometimes become
toxic and irritating. It is a good
idea to paste a poison antidote
chart inside the medicine
cabinet, along with your doctor's
telephone
number,
hospital telephone number, and
the pharmacist's. telephone
1114.
11'
0
number.
Citizens will be asked to
return these old drugs to
cooperating drug stores. They
TOPSY TURVEY—Nine-year-old Lisa
Maupinodoes some earthheels in the play-yard
may check with the pharmacist Murray Middle School.
of the
Lisa, who hopes to be a cheerleader
, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
if in doubt of the need to keep or Maupin.
dispose of the medicine.
Photo by !Alison Woolley

Music Department
To Meet Tonight
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight (Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. in the clubhouse. Mrs.
James Kline is in charge of the
program.
The names of prospective
members which were tabled at
the October meeting will be
voted on during the business
session.
Members are asked to bring S
and H Green Stamps to be used
toward the purchase of a kidney
dialysis machine.
The Music Department
Chorus will have a rehearsal at
6:15 Tuesday evening in
preparation for the Christmas
program to be given Sunday,
December 10.
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mrs. Richard Farrell, Mrs.
Charles D. Clark, Mrs. Arvin
Crafton, Mrs. Joe Dick, Mrs.
Kathryn Elliott, Mrs. Eurir
Garland, Mrs. Harold Gish, and
Mrs. Roger Reichmuth.

Thanksgiving Day
Services Planned
Scientist Church
Thanksgiving Day services
open to the public will be held
Thursday, November 23, at all
Churches of Christ, Scientist, in
the area.
The service at the Murray
Branch, North 17th and Farmer, will start at eleven a.m.
Keynoting the lesson-sermon
on "Thanksgiving" will be this
passage from the Bible:
"Rejoice evermore. Pray
without ceasing. In every thing
give thanks: for this is the will
of God in Christ Jesus concerning you."
'Passages from "Science and
Health with Key to the Scripture" by Mary Baker Eddy will
be read at the services. Hymns
of gratitude including "A
Grateful Heart A Garden Is"
and "We Thank You" will be
sung by the congregation.
There is no clergy in the
Church of Christ, Scientist, and
the service will be conducted by
Mrs. Lucy Ellis, first reader,
and Mrs. Dorthy Boone, second
reader.
todividual expressions for
gratitude by members of the
congregation will be a feature of
the service. No collection of any
kind will be taken and the public
is invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Kissinger, Le Duc Tho, Open
Second Secret Session Today
PARIS( AP) — Henry A. Kissinger and North Vietnam's Le
Duc Tho opened their second
secret peace meeting today in a
suburban villa near Paris.
The meeting took place in the
same closely guarded two-story
villa at Gif-Sur-Yvette, 15 miles
southwest of Paris, where the
two met for 51-2 hours Monday.
French sources said the villa is
the property of the French
Communist party.
Kissinger opened what could
be the final phase of his secret
negotiations with Tho Monday.
Kissinger conferred with
Pham Dang Lam, the head of
the Saigon delegation to the
Paris peace talks, Monday
night. A spokesman for Hanoi
said similar close contact was
being maintained between Tho
and the Viet Gong's representatives in 'taris.
Kissinger, President Nixon's
chief foreign policy adviser,

Two-Car Collision
Reported Monday

and Tho, a member of the.
North Vietnamese Politburo,
reached general agreement in
secret negotiations last month
on the draft of a cease-fire
agreement, but President Nguyen Van Thieu of South Vietnam has refused so far to go
along.
Thieu's chief objection is that
the draft does not require withdrawal of all North Vietnamese
troops from South Vietnam. He
also contends that the council
of Communist, Thieu and neutralist representatives that
would be set up to supervise
national elections in South Vietnam would in fact be the coalition regime which Thieu has
said repeatedly he would not
agree W.

592 Family Night
Be Held At Camp
Installation Will

Presumably these and other
demands by Thieu are what
Kissinger and Tho are arguing
about.
Although Kissinger met for
five days With Thin after his
negotiations in October with
Tho, and Kissinger's deputy,
Gen. Alexander M. Haig Jr.,
spent two more days in Saigon
10 days ago, a South Vietnamese official there said Thieu
now has asked President Nixon
to receive a special envoy who
would further outline Thieu's
objections to the cease-fire
draft.
The official said Thieu felt
his position had not been clarified sufficiently despite his recent meetings with Kissinger
and Haig.
In New York, Secretary of
State William P. Rogers met
with Foreign Secretary Mitchell
Sharp of Canada to discuss the
four-nation group proposed to
supervise cease-fire. Canada,
Indonesia, Poland and Hungary
have been identified as the
countries that will serve on the
force.

Officers for Camp 592 of the
Woodmen of the World will be
installed at the Family night
The
Calloway
County dinner to be held Thursday,
Sheriff's office investigated a December 7, at the Woodmen
two-car collision Monday at 3:05 Hall,
p.m. on the College Farm Road.
James Shelton of 311 North
Cars involved were driven by 4th Street was elected as
Keith Phil McCallon, of president of the camp. Trellis
Dr. Virgil W. Etherton of 201
Murray, and Anita But- Seaford of 100 South 13th Street
terworth, also of Murray, ac- is vice-president. Named
as North 5th, Murray, has been
cording to the Sheriff.
treasurer was Allen Rose of 1603 selected for membership in the
Both cars were reportedly Keenland and as secretary, L. American Chiropractic
traveling west„at the time of the C. Hendon, Magnolia Drive.
Association. The announcement
was
accident. Damage to the Mcmade at the organization's
Named as chairman of the
Callon car was to the rear end, trustees was Glenn Wooden who national headquarters at Des
and damage to the Butterworth will serve
with Aubrey Moines, Iowa.
car was to the front end, the Willoughby
As a member of the ACA, Dr.
Burman
and
accident reports indicated.
Etherton joins thousands of
Parker.
No injuries were sustained in
fellow doctors of chiropractic.
Other officers are Michael K.
the incident.
Dr. Etherton is a 1958
Hendon, escort; Clarence
Horton, watchman; Wilmot graduate of Palmer College of
ic
located
at
Singers To Give Program (Peg) Cothran, sentry; Harold Chiropract
Davenport, Iowa. He and his
Douglas, past president.
Kathleen, reside on Route
At Chestnut Grove Church Committee chairmen are wife,
Aubrey Willoughby, scrapbook. I. Murray.
The announcement of Dr.
Two groups of singers will 1.. C. Hendon, flowers, and
present a special program at Trellis Seaford, food and Etherton's selection was made
the Chestnut Grove A.M.E. refreshments. James A. Parker by Dr. John W. Schwietert,
president of the America('
Chprch at Hazel on Sunday, is building manager. November 26, at 7:30 p.m.
Chiropractic Association.
The groups will be the United
• RED CROSS
Compel Singers of (larksville,
FREE DOG
The knerican Red - Cross
Tenn., and the Harmonette office will be closed -Thursday
tkar,....rnale, half Collie :and
Singers of Princeton.
and Fridax. for Thanksgiving. half German Shepherd, one
The public is invited to attend For emergency military servi
year old;-ia-tras..to &amine,for
the singing, a spokesman said. call 753-4395 or 753-8684.
a pet. For information call 753, 2289.

Local Chiropractor
Named ACA Member

-
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Burley Prices Below
Expected Average In
Opening Day Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Burley tobacco sales got under
way in the eight-state burley
belt Monday with Kentucky
sales averaging $79.42 per hundredweight—almost $1.50 above
last year's opening sales day,
but below predictions for
record high prices.
Kentucky's 27 markets sold
21,737,892
pounds
for
$17,263,284.11, according to the
state Department of Agriculture.
Prices ranged from $80.30 per
hundredweight at Danville to
$78.51 at Winchester.
On opening day last year the
27 markets moved 20,269,236
pounds for $15,795,896.18, an average of $77.93 per hundredweight.
•
One warehouse closed early
because of dissatisfaction with
prices. At the Big Top Tobacco
Warehouse in Shelbyville, four
rows of tobacco were sold before the decision to close was
made. A spokesman at the
warehouse said Farmers were
dissatisfied with the prices. The
Shelbyville market closed after
selling 504,242 pounds. Normal
sales level is about a million
pounds, according to the state

Murray Representatives
To Be At Louisville Meet
Seven representatives of
Murray State University will be
in Louisville Nov. 23-25 for the
annual Meeting of the Southern
Business
Education
Association.
- Planning to attend are :
Philip Tibbs, dean of the School
of Business; Dr. John Devine,
chairman of the department of
business education and administrative management: Dr.
Alberta Chapman, professor;
Mrs:- Verda Happy, associate
professor; Mrs. EaVerne Ryan,
assistant professor; Mrs.
Lanette Thurman, instructor;
and Gail Oliver, a senior.
business education major from
Calvert City, who will represent
Phi Beta Lambda business
society.
Devine will also attend a
leadership meeting on Nov. 22.
The SBEA is a division of the
National Business Education
Association.
-

Department of Agriculture.
Sales trailed the pre-sales
predictions that ran to $85 and
even to $89.
A spokesman for the Agriculture Department said the volume of tobacco at the markets
may have permitted buyers to
be more choosy.
W. 0. Hunt, co-owner of the
Seventh Street Road Tobacco
Warehouse in Louisville, attributed the lower-than-anticipated
prices to the heavy crop.
He estimated that 90 per cent
of the farmers have their
poundage allotment or rnore. A
10-per-cent excess is allowed.
The highest volume of sales
for the day was recorded at
Lexington, the world's largest
sales center, where 2,876,192
pounds were sold for an average of $78.89 per hundredweight.
Lowest volume was at Franklin wheri. 393,880 pounds were
sold for an average of $79.80.
Many farmers were sharply
disappointed with the prices the
tobacco brought.
Bernard Clark, a Shelby
County farmer who hasn't delivered his crop to the auction
floor yet, said: "I've got a good
roof at home, and I'll leave it
the tobacco) there until the
price gets right." He said he
. needs at least $85 per hundredweight to make money on
the crop.
A Jessamine County farmer,
Roy Walker, also expressed disappointment while waiting for
his check at a Lexington warehouse.
"It brought $80 to $81," he
said. "But I don't figure it was
nothing extra. It should've

Waymen Chapel Church
Services Are Thursday
Special Thanksgiving s
vices will be held at the
Waymen Chapel A.M.E. Church
on Thursday, November 23, at
10:45 a.m.
Rev. Lloyd Watts, pastor of
the church, will conduct the
services. The public is Invited to
attend, according to a church
spokesman.

brought $84 to $85."
The last official USDA estimate put the crop at 572.6 million pounds for the Burley Belt,
but a tobacco specialist at the
University of Kentucky, Ira
Massie, said various tobacco
companies are estimating it at
anywhere from 575 to 625 million.
The federal state market
news service reported most
grade prices on the eight-state
burley belt showed small gains
.of $142 over last year's opening
day levels. But the market
lacked the strength that pushed
last year's first day averages
to record levels.
With volume heavy quality
improved over 1971's first auctions with larger percentages of
good and choite grades.
The belt-wide average was
expected to show a gain as estimated averages at several
markets ranged from $78 to $80
per hundred pounds. Opening
day sales throughout the belt
averaged $77.92 last year on a
volume of 33,041,120 pounds.
The volume of leaf placed under government loan was light.

Burley
Sales
Total Sales of Burley To
bacco. NOv 20, 1972 Markets
Lbs Sold Avqe
Bloomfld
499,894 79 41
BwIng Gm n
1,115,333 78 98
Carrlton
1,029,056 79 65
Covnqton
262.315 79 59
Cynthna
698,852 79 45
DanvIle
776,089 80 30
Frnkln
393,880 79 80
Glasqw
1,242,582 79 77
Gfeensbrq
473,220 79.92
Harrdsbq
630,461 79.82
Henderson NO
SALE
Hopkinsv ,Ile
467,928 79 33
Horse Cve
1,219.594 79 46
Lebanon
636,780 79 60
Lexngtn
2,876,192 78 89
London
555,881 79 50
LoUisyl
968,453 79 42
Maffld. NO..
SALE
Maysvl
1,535,'7O 1897
Morehd
643,880 79 17
Mt String
704,369 80 01
Owensbro
932,956 78.71
Paduch
486,757 79 99
Pars
192,4116 79 35
R,chmd
746,44/ 79 59
Russvl NO
SALE
Shlbyvl
504,242 80 13
Somers?
606.284 79 36
Sprngfd
709.748 80 07
Obnchstr
628,766 78 51
Totals
21;737,892 79.42

Jones Ordered Held Without
Rotary Auction Bond By Henry County Judge
Plans Changed

Response of Murray merchants to an appeal for merchandise gift certificates from
the Rotary Con-in-amity Auction
has prompted Rotary officials
to change their plans about how
to give the certificates away.
Originally it had been planned
to conceal ten merchandise gift
certificates having a total value
of $100 in ten of the items to be
auctioned.
But Glen Wooden and Nix
Crawford, co-chairmen of the
merchants liason committee,
reported to auction general
chairman Pete Waldrop today
that the number of certificates
donated by city merchants
would exceed
might to as
high as 50.
As'a consequence,'Waldrop
annOtinced that all of the gift
certificates--each having a
value of $5—would be given
away to successful bidder's on
random basis during the auction.
"It will work this way" explained Waldrop.- "Buyers-of
auction items numbered 2, 4,-6,
7, p, 14 and so on will be given
$5 cash merchandise certificates after each ' of these
items is sold. Or, it might be
items numbered 3, 5, 8, 9, 15,
etc. In any event„ the bidder
can't lose. Won't it be great to
buy an item..4Lauctionjor $3
and then be given a $5 gift
eert+fioatia--good at aillitirrILY
store as a bonus."

40 and

Dan Jones, 38, was ordered
held without bond by Henry
County General Sessions Judge
Millard Kesterson this morning
following a preliminary hearing
on a first degree murder charge
that was filed against Jones and
Stanley Dick, also of Hazel, in
connection with the shooting
death of Willie T. Grider at a
nightspot between Hazel and
Puryear Saturday night.
A preliminary hearing for
Dick, who was also charged in
the incident, was set for next
Tuesday, in order for Dick to
retain the services of an attorney.
Grider, who lived in in
Puryear, was pronounced dead
on arrival at Henry County
General Hospital in Paris
Saturday night.
Henry County Sheriff Leon
Williams said that Grider died

Murrayans Named To
Legion Committees
Two men from Murray have
been appointed members of
committees of the National
organization of the American
Legion.
Cullen
Irvin,
vicecommander
of
Murray
American Legion Post No. 73,
was appointed a member of the
national Membership and Post
Activities committee.
......gLilderr Dillard of Murray
American liegioriPost No:32913'
a member of the Americanism
COuncil corrunitti-e.'

from a .22 caliber wound in the
upper left chest. Williams said
that the shooting occurred in
front of Chief's place on Highway 641 about 9 p.m. Saturday.
At this morning's hearing,
Judge Kesterson turned down
two defense motions that would
have freed Jones.
._
Dick's wife testified at the
hearing that her husband and
Jones came back to her mobile
home in Hazel sometime after 9
p.m. Saturday to drink coffee
and that she overheard a
conversation.
(Continued on Page Fourteen

Persons Injured In
Accidents Treated
Four persons, injured in
automobile accidents were
treated at the
emergency
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital on Monday,
according to hospital officials.
Treated about 10:30 a.m.
were James Shelton, age 18, of
Hart Hall Dormitory, Murray
State Uiiversity, who had
minor lacerations, and Carol
Vaughn, age 18, of Regents Hall
Dormitory, Murray. Stan
University, who had a neck
injury.
Lonn Stevenson, age 18, of
Route Two, Calvert City, was
treated at nine p.m. for a
laceration over the right eye
At 9425 p.m. Terry.Greer, age.
18, also of Route Two, Calvert
City, was treated for abrasions.
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Specialists Say Strokes Could
Be Reduced With Correct Care
By C. G. McDANIEL
AP Science Writer
t
DALLAS, Tex.(AP)- Hear
toll
high
the
that
say
s
specialist
of death and disability from
strokes in the United States
might be reduced significantly
with better treatment of high
blood pressure.
A half-million Americans suffer strokes each year, and 200,000 of them die.
As many as 100,000 cases
might be prevented with better
detection and treatment of high
blood pressure, said specialists
attending scientific sessions of
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U.S., Canada
sparring on trade
By ERIC FORESTER
Copley News Service

Once diagnosed, the problem
can be brought under control,
although not cured, with several drugs. Persistent high
blood pressure can lead not
only to stroke but to heart disease and kidney failure.
Some 1.7 million Americans
are living with the disabilities
that follow stroke -some totally disabled, unable to walk or
speak or move in bed.
While stroke costs the United
States $4.6 billion a year, the
figures "cannot possibly reveal
the extent of personal hardship
and suffering for victims of
stroke and and members of
their families," said Dr. Nemat
0. Borhani of the University of
California, Davis.
Of the 300,000 persons who
survive stroke each year, 75 to
80 per cent will need continuing
care to one degree or another,
Borhani said.
"We have to create stroke
awareness," he said.
The incidence of stroke rises
increasingly with age and is often associated with the elderly,
but participants in the meeting
noted that it also affects the

The most expensive piece of
hardware on the Canadian
military shopping list is a replacement for the fleet of
Argus maritime and arctic
patrol aircraft.
Letters seeking proposals
have gone out to Douglas,
Lockheed, and Boeing in the
United States and to Hawker
Siddeley Ltd. of Britain. Canada is ready to choose between the Orion, the DC8, the
Boeing 707, andothe Comet.
The total order is likely to be
in the $600 million to $700 million range, with perhaps $300
million of that destined for
subcontractors in Canada.
Don't be surprised if Canada chooses the 707, and makes
the offer public, so those out of
work in Seattle at Boeing's
plant there, are fully aware of
the job potential offered.
It would be a hard offer for
Washington to refuse.

OTTAWA - The Canadian
government is preparing for
resumption of stalled trade
talks with the United States.
Canada finds herself in a
young.
bittersweet situation as it
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Please tell me if there is such a thing as
a man losing his manhood? I hope you won't think I am
stupid. but I am 59. and my husband is 60, and we have not
had sexual relations for over 12 years.
When I asked our family doctor about it, he said it's
possible for some men to lose their manhood at 40. Is this
true? We asked a cod* who have been close friends for a
number of years if their sex lives had come to a halt, and
they said their sex lives were better now than when they
were younger. The man is 63 and the woman is 61. Are
they lying?
I am in good health and so is my husband. I am no sex
maniac, but I really do believe my husband could do better
by me if he tried. But how can I be sure he is capable of
it? I don't want to make demands he can't fulfill. Keep this
confidential, please.
BOSTON READER

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend both the
wedding and the reception.

At Regular Meet
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
November meeting at the club
house with Cal Luthee as the
guest speaker.
Luther, athletic director and
basketball coach at Murray
State University, discussed his
trip to the summer olympics at
Munich,
Germany.
He
highlighted his speech with
films of the trip.
The department presented a
book to the Calloway County
Public Library in honor of Mr.
Luther.
During the business session,
the group discussed the success
of the "Haunted House" held for
Halloween. A committee will be
selected to make recommendations for continuing this
project.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Mesdames Jack Shell,
Glenn Rogers, Don Grogan,
Joseph Rexroat, James Ransom, and Lawrence Phitpot.
The next regularly scheduled
meeting will be December 5,
when the Kappa member's
children will be guests.
FLORIDA VACATION
Mrs. Laverne Orr, Mrs.
Verna Lancaster, Mrs. Laurine
Doran. and Mrs. Christine
Sherman have returned home
after a two weeks' vacation at
points in Florida. The women
made the trip by car.

Miss Fonda Sue Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Adams of Hickman announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Fonda
Sue,to George Barry Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grogan
of Murray.
Miss Adams' maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Basil
Fondaw of Kevil. Her paternal grandparents are Ray Adams and
the late Mrs. Ray Adams of Hickman.
Mr. Grogan's maternal grandparents are Mrs. Pauline Wilson
and the late Noah Wilson of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. George Dewey
Grogan of Murray are his paternal grandparents.
Miss Adams is a 1972 graduate of Murray State University
where she received a degree in vocational home economics and
was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority and Alpha
Lambda Delta and Kappa Omicron Phi honorary societies. She is
presently employed by the Kentucky State Department of
Economic Security in Fulton.
Mr. Grogan is attending Murray State University and will
receive his degree in business management in December of this
year. He is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity.
An afternoon wedding at three o'clock is to be held January 20
at the Moscow Baptist Church, Moscow, Kentucky.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
reception which will immediately follow at the Holiday Inn in
Fulton.

Mrs. W. Paul Hale Speaker At Luncheon
Held By UDC Chapter At Carter Home
The J. N. Williams Chapter
No. 805 of the United Daughters
Qf the Confederacy met with
Mrs. W. Z. Carter 711 Olive
Street, Wednesday, November
15,
where
a
delicious
smorgasbord luncheon was
served at high noon.
The large table in the dining
room was covered with a
beautiful hand drawn linen
cloth made in Mexico and
centered with an arrangement
of white chrysantheimuns interspersed with twining sprigs
of green ivy. Green candle
holders with green candles were
placed at both ends.
Guest speaker for the oc-
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Editor: MONA PURDOM
MANY THANKS
—To the Memorial Baptist Church for the lovely flower
arrangement.
—To Group No.1 of First Baptist Church WMU for the
inspiring Bible Study, and the beautiful roses.
--- To the women of the Elm Grove Baptist Church for
the delightful devotion and songs. Also for the
Thanksgiving fruit baskets.
—To the Children of Mrs. Recie Futrell for allowing us to
help celebrate Mrs. Futrell's 90th birthday. We are still
enjoying birthday cake with our coffee breaks.
—To Pi Omega Pi Fraternity for the beautiful devotion in
song.
—To the BSU of Murray State. University. We look forward to their visits each week. How grateful we are for
each of them.
OUR THANKSGIVING PRAYER
I'm thankful for all good which
I've been blessed throughout life.
For hardships and for heartaches, too.
For failures, trials and strife.
I'm thankful for each little prayer
someone has said for me,
For loving thoughts, for friendliness.
For all good will I see.

SDAY -*

T-]

OMAN"
BERTSWEE

The Alm Parent-Teacher
Aub met Monday, November
13, at two o'clock in the afternoon at the school lunchroom.
Bro. Terry Walters gave the
Monday, November 27
devotion. The minutes were
The Theta Department of the read by the secretary, Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club will Larry Woodall, and ,,the
meet at the club house at 7:30 treasurer's report was given
by
p.m. with Mesdames Ray Mrs. Kenneth
Starks.
Brownfield, Neil C. Brown,
Plans were made for other
Homer Miller, and Richard money making
projects.
Beam as hostesses.
The president, Mrs. Howard
Bucy, expressed her thanks for
The Creative Arts Depart- each one who helped to
make
ment of the Murray Woman's the Fall Festival and
Turkey
Club will meet at the club house Shoot a
success.
at 9:30 a.m. with Mesdames
Mrs. Frances Pinkley's third
Ben Trevathan, K.T. Crawford, grade won the
rdirff-eount by
E.I.Haverstock, Henry Holton, having
the most
parents
and Hunter Lote as hostesses. present
present a program at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church,
Hazel, at 7:30 p.m. The public is
invited.

Tuesday, November 21
The Annie Armstrong Group
of the Hazel Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs Brent
Langston, Melrose Drive,
Murray, at 6:30 p.m.

The wedding of Miss Anita
Gayle McDowell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby McDowell
of Murray, and David White
Poynor, son of Mrs. Prather
Poynor and the late Mr. Poynor
of Hickman, will be solemnized,
on Wednesday, November 22, at
the First Baptist Church.
Rev. Richard Walker will
officiate at the ceremony to be
read at six o'clock in the
evening. Music will be by
Richard Jones, organist.
Miss McDowell has chosen
her aunt, Mrs. Shirley Staley of
Lexington, as her matron of
honor. Her bridesmaids will be
Miss Jennifer Trotter and Miss
Jeanie McMullen.
Harry Poynor will be the best
man. Groomsmen will be Jim
White and Rick White. Ushers
and candlelighters will be Ellis
Falkoff, Dwight McDowell,
brother of the bride-elect, and
Mark Runifelt.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
Holiday Inn.

Kappa Department
Hears Cal Luther

Almo School PTC
Has Regular Meet

My thanks for hands with which I could
serve someone on life's way.
For all small deeds of kindness
I'm allowed to do each day.
I'm thankful for all happisless.
Each long .hour of deep sorraw.
God, thus, in His great mercj, gives
more wisdom for tomoirow.
41(

-A. R. Granros

A BLF-SSED THANKSGIVING TO EACH.01F-VOU FROM
ALL OF US AT FERN TERRACE!!

casion was Mrs. W. Paul Hale of
Hopkinsville, who chose as her
subject the American Politician
and Jurist, Lucious Quintus
Cincinnatus Lamar who was
born in Georgia in 1825. He
practiced law in both Georgia
and Mississippi.
He served in the Confederate
army during the early part of
the conflict, was appointed
Commissioner to Russia,
served in the House of
Representatives from 1873 to
1877. He was then Secretary of
the Interior, resigning to
become an Associate Justice of
the Supreme
Court which
position he held until his death
in 1893.
Miss Maude Forrest Nance,
president, presided over the
business meeting.
Gifts and donations for
Christmas were collected for
patients in the Hopkinsville
mental hospital and the
disabled American veterans at
Fort Campbell.
Members present were:
Mesdames Melas Linn, Douglas
Shoemaker, Lois R. Sammons,
Leonard Vaughn, Myra Munday, John C. Chandler, E. W.
Riley, E. S. Ferguson, Neva
Waters, Bertha D. Jones, Bea
Melugin, Wesley Waldrop, Hess
Crossland, Henry Elliott, Helen
W. Lassiter, John J. Livesay,
Miss Maude F. Nance, Dr.
Helene Visher, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher and the hostess, Mrs.
W. Z. Carter. Two guests
present were Mrs, W. Paul Hale
and Miss Mary Pardue, both of
Hopkinsville.
Co-hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Henry Elliott and
Mrs. Hess Crossland. „as,

DEAR READER: Ws not normal for a healthy man to
lose his manhood at 40. He should be examined physically
again. If he's physically sound, his problem could be psychological. Be sure he covers all the bases. Ile has many
good years ahead of him—and so have you'.
DEAR ABBY: This is a message to office employes,
secretaries, and mine in particular'
I came to this office as a much younger man and now
hold a responsible executive position. My secretary was
here when I started, and along with other employes, she
addressed me by my first name. Once an employe calls the
boss by his first name, it's almost impossible to ask for a
"Mister" without creating a chill that affects office tfficienMy secretary is capable, but more than once she 'has
embarrassed me by using my first name Because I deal
with some distinguished people, I try to answer my own
phone, knowing that it's possible that my secretary may
say, "Harry, it's for you?"
There are circumstances when it's terribly touchy to
suddenly ask to be called "Mister" after one is addressed
by his first name. That's the situation I find myself in.
Perhaps my employes will see this, and understand
that they can't go wrong with a "Mister," but you can
cause embarrassment and controled irritation with a first
name In my contact with other executives, I am never
favorably impressed with an office staff who refers to the
boss as "Harry." CALL ME MISTER IN MID-MISSOURI
DEAR MISTER: Since you had what it took to go Irons
a "Harry" to an executive, lay it on the line, and tell your
staff that "Harry" is okay in inner-office conversation, but
outside the "family" you'd prefer to be called "Mister."
DEAR ABBY I am a la-year-old girl and have a
question I hope you won't think is too dumb to answer. How
do you get a boy to notice you?
NOT VERY PRETTY
DEAR NOT: No question is too "dumb" to answer. You
get a boy to notice you by noticing HIM. When he becotnes
aware that HE has been noticed by YOU, he'll notice you
And don't worry about being -not very pretty." A very
wise man once said, "Beauty is a gift. Charm must be
cultivated. A beautiful woman ia one I notice. A charming,
woman is one who notices ME."

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Richard
Farrell, Charles D. Clark, Arvin
Crafton, Joe Dick, Kathryn
Elliott, Eurie Garland, Harold
Gish, and Roger Reichmuth as
hostesses
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Hill
Adams.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.

Volc*************************

The
Calloway
County
Association for Retarded
Children will meet at the Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Center at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 22
The Executive Board of the
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
home of Mrs. James Miller at
1:30 p.01.
Thursday. November 23
The American , Red Cross
office will be closed. For
emergency military service call
7534395 or 753-8684.

Misses & Jr. Winter

Friday, November 24
The American Red Cross
office will be closed. For
emergency military service call
753-4395 or 753-8684.

DRESSES & PANT SUITS

1/4

Sunday, November 26
Singers from Clarksville, *
Tenn., and Princeton will *

JEANS

OFF

$3.00

OFF

PARKER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Parker
Canterbury Estates, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Mitzi Renee, weighing
six
pounds two ounces, born on
Friday, November 17, at 5:16
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Cregg,
age 4'2. The father is a briek
Plenty of FREE Parking in Rear
mason.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. C.B. Valentine of Hazel *Hours: 8-5 Mon. thru Sat—Until Further Notice:
-Route One,
**************!k************iii

Your BankAmericard Welcome
SHOP THE HOLIDAY LINES

Campus Casual

CONFIDENTIAL to "unmarried, pregnant, and between
two fires": Since you state you are morally against abortion,
and your only problem is whether to keep the baby or put
It out for adoption, I urge you to go to an organization
called BIRTHRIGHT. They are very much concerned about
women in your plight and will help you to make a decision
you can live with. God bless you.

Camera SALE

Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY. BOX 61700. L. A., CALIF, Me and enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope.

all the expensive features
al yen inexpensive prices .

Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby. Box 07110, Los
Angeles, Cal. 00060, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for All 0 cs.lons,"

Teri Lesa Parker

Calloway High FHA

Model 420
with Focused Flash

Honored At Shower Council Has Meet
The Executive Council of the
Given, Mrs. Dill
Calloway County High School
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Teri Lesa
Parker, November 24th brideelect of James Joseph Bryant,
was the miscellaneous shower
held on Monday, November 13,
at seven o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Michael I Nancy) Dill
was hostess for the special
occasion held at the home Of
Mrs. Dill's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Howell Thurman, South
Ninth Street.
The honoree, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.P. Parker, wore for
the prenuptial event a brown
hot pant outfit and was
presented a, corsage of autumn
flowers by the hostess.
Games were played with the
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. J.P. Parker and Mrs.
Richard Spann who presented
them to the honoree.
The bride-elect opened her
many lovely gifts for the guests
to view.
Refreshments of coffee,
Cokes, cookies, and party
sandwiches were served buffet
style from the dining table
overlaid with a white cloth and
decorated with tlue. candles.
Crystal appointments were

Miss Carol Bailey, daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. Max Earl
Bailey of Murray Route Seven,
has been notified that her name
will appear in the 1972-73 edition
of Who's Who Among American
High School Students.
Carol, a senior at Calloway'
County High School,, is a
member .of the FBLA Chapter
and the Pep Club. In her junior
year she won the outstanding
Spanish 'award. She has
maintained_au A aveiage for
twisaears in tbesubieeLS.bg Is a
S-ventern persetri -wer
member of the Spring Creek
present and several .sent gifts.
Baptist Church

Chapter of the
Future
Homemakers of America met
on Thursday, November 9, at
three-thirty o'clock in the afternoon in the home economics
department of the school with
the president,Theresa Rudolph,
presiding.
Plans for the November
chapter
were
meeting
discussed. The group also made
plans for the Chapter Christmas
party to be held December 5 at
'seven p.m. in the home
economics department. Gifts
will be exchanged.
It was announced that the
chapter will have as its next
money making project, the sale
of Stanley Products, November
13-22.
Other announcements were
made and the meeting was
adjourned *ith the closing
rituals.
Ten officers, two advisors,
and two student teachers were
present.
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Second Team Overhauls Blue For
Victory in Intra-Squad Contest
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
If last night's scrimmage
game between the Blue and
Gold teams of the Murray State
Racers proves anything; it
would have to be that the
Racers
will have a strong
bench. And that just might be
an understatement.
The Gold team, the second
five for the Racers, used a late
rally to overtake the starters
107-101 to the amazement of
some 1,500 fans in the
fieldhouse.
Of course, there is a great
ditterence between an ultrasquad scrimmage and an actual game in the rugged Ohio
Conference.
Valley
But
nevertheless, the fans who
witnessed the game were
already talking about winning
the conference title.
There were several surprises
but perhaps the greatest was
the outstanding performance by
freshmen Jeff Hughes. The 6-3
guard from Syracuse, Indiana
showed machine-like efficiency
frorn the floor as he pumped in
10 of 11 shots for 20 points.
Marcelous Starks, 6-8 junior
workhorse,led the Gold team as
he was 15-28 for a 35 point
evening. T.C. Jamison, 6-6 sohpomore, was 7-12 in gaining 18
points. •
•
Good outside shooting was the
key to the win for the Gold
squad. They hit 51-91 from the
floor for a remarkable .561. And
with All-American candidate
Les Taylor as part of the opposition, that kind of shooting is
outstanding.
One of the keys.for -the high
shooting mark was 6-5 senior
guard Steve Brown, "Brownie"
hit for 12 points and did a fine
job in working the ball to the
open man. Another guard,
freshman David Perkins,
deserves some of the credit.
Perkins, a 6-1 native of
Monticello, Kentucky, was 5-8
from the floor and also did a fine
job of ballhandling. Freshman
Jesse Williams, a 6-6 forward
from Chicago. established
himself as a young man to be
watched as he fired in 16 points
from the field, many from the 15
to 20 foot range.
The Blue team mooed ahead.
early in the first half and led by
as much as 11 points midway
through the 20 minute period.
But the Gold team fought back
in the closing minutes of the
half, before trailing at intermission 57-50.
Les Taylor's layin at the 17:00
mark gave the Blue team its
largest lead of the second half,
6544.
A bucket from under by
Jamison and two 10 footers by

, BEST
NON-BELTED
4-PLY TIRE
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SILENT GUARD II
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deep tread loved wins spacer bars for
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ghes brought the Gold squad who caught an elbow in the eye
to within one point 82-81, and and has a shiner to show for it.
from that point on the game was
-All three of our freshman
nip and tuck.
kids were just great," Coach
With 3:50 left in the game, a Cal Luther said. "Those guys
41IP
basket from under by Starks just simply outhustled the Blue
tied the score for the first time tean)," Luther added.
Murray will entertain the
in the second half. One minute
later Perkins' 10 footer gave the Australian Nationals Saturday
Gold team its first lead, 99-97. nigh at 7:30 p.111, before opening
6'
Two straight buckets by the season next Wednesday with
Jamison lifted the cushion to six a home tilt against Samford,
points and the Blue team was Alabama.
never able to recover.
The Blue squad hit 46-92 from
the field for a .500 clip but the
Blue
Gold team used its rebounding
FG rr. PF. TP
11 5 2 27
ability and its own hot shooting Taylor
Coleman
16 3 4 35
to overcome the Blue squad.
7 0 1 14
Starks hauled in 20 rebounds Barrett
9 0 0 18
to pace the winners while Adell
6
3 0 2
Brown grabbed 10. Big Mike Bruise
1
0 1 0
Coleman picked off 15 loose Weisman
Totals
46.9.9..101
balls for the Gold team.
Coleman was 16-23 from the
Gold
field in leading the Blue team
49F..11P
with a 35 point effort. Les
10 0 2 20
Taylor, 11-27 from the floor, hit Hughes
Starks
15 1 3 31
for 27 points.
,
Les Taylor hits on this patentea jump shot as Steve Brown (221
6 0 1 12
Barrett, combining with Adell Brown
on the fast break, was 7-11 for 14 Williams
8 0 2 16 and T.C. Jamison 1331 stand waiting fora rebound that was not to
points while Adell pumped in 9- Jamison
7 4 0 18 be. Behind Taylor is freshman Jesse Williams 4401 who scored 16
19 for 18. Mark Hous, who Perkins
5 0 4 10 points in his varsity debut in the Blue and Gold game,
51..5..12. 107
played a rugged game under the Totals
boards, added six points while
Store By Halves
Rick Weisman rounded out the
scoring for the Blue with one Blue
57 44-101
Weisman came in for Barrett, Gold
50 57-107

Whalers
Outlast
Ottawa

.01
•

Marcelous Starks picks up two of his 31 points on this shot from
the bottom of the circle. Starks had 20 rebounds as he paced the
Gold team to a 107-101 win over the Blue team last night. Mike
Coleman (411 and Rick Weisman (341 look on as does teammate
T.C. Jamison (331.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

Sports In
Brief
By The Associated Press
Football
NEW YORK-Sugar Bowlbound Penn State was voted a
unanimous winner of the Lambert Trophy, awarded annually
for outstanding performance by
a major Easter College Team.
PHILADELPHIA-FrancisA.
Reagan, a former pro player
and collegiate coach, died at
the age of 53.
Baseball
NEW YORK-Boston Red Sox
catcher Carlton Fisk became
the first American League
catcher in history to be unanimously selected Rookie of the
Year by the Baseball Writers'
Association of America.
OAKLAND-The Oakland A's
traded pitcher Bob Locker to
the Chicago Cubs for outfielder
Bill North.
Hockey
CHICAGO-Bobby Hull, former Chicago Black Hawk star
and currently a player-coach
with the Winnipeg Jets, was restrained from playing in the
World Hockey Association by a
Circuit Court order.
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Gifts
HAMILTON Ont.
-Nearty twrr-montrts after,. Paul
Clenderson scored the deciding
goal in Team Canada's final
victory over the Russian national hockey_ team, the Toronto
Maple Leafs' left winger still is
collecting gifts from grateful
fans. -

Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NHL
American Conference
East
W L T. Pct Pts OP
Miami 0 0 1.000 178 127
NY Jets
6 4 0 .600 303 220
Batt
3 7 - 0 .300 159 205
Bun
3 7 0 .300 195 277
N
Eng
2 S 0 .200 133 323
Central
Pitt
7 3 0 .700 257 160
Clev
7 3 0 .700 188 175
Cin
5 5 0 . .500 188 172
Nous
1 9 0 .100 14 256
West
Oak
6 3 1 .650 266 189
K
City
5 5 0 .500 219 183
S.Diego
3 6 1 .350 196 241
Denver
3 7 0 .300 701 269
National Conference
East
W I T Pct. Pts OP
Wash
9 1 0 .900 251 137
Dallas
- It- 2' 0 100 245 156
NY Gnts 6 I 0 .600 223 198
Ph,1
2 7 1
250 93 222
St LOuriS' 2 7 1 25,0 129 20E
Central
G Hay
7,30 .700 202 171
Minn
-640
600 244 176
Detroit
6 4 0 600 740 199
Chicago
3 6 1
350 170 199

West
L A
SanF r
Atlanta
NewOrl

5 .4 1 550 218 193
5 4 1 550 266 196
5 5 0 .500 212 207
1 8 1
150 149 280
Monday's Game
Washington 24, Atlanta 13
Thursday's Games
All Tomes EST
New York Jets at Detroit 1
pm
San Francisco at Dallas, 3 30
pm
Sunday's Games
ii.uffalo at Cleveland, 1 p m
Cincinnati at Chicago. 2 p m
Denver at Atlanta. 1 13,011
Green Bay at WashingtOn, 1
irri •
1:4ouslon at San Q1CC/0. 4 p
• KAMM% 434.441.114143-,
LOs ..if%nige4es at New Orleans,
Minnesota at Pittsburgh, 1
lm
New England at Baltimore, 7
p m•
Philadelphia at New York Gi
ants, 1 p m
Mdnclay's Game '
St Louis at AftlArrl, 9 p.m
national telev,sion
•

BOSTON AP)
New England Whalers'General Manager
Jack Kelley credits his penalty
killers for the spot the team is
now in-in sole possession of
second place in the East Division of the World Hockey Association.
For the second time in three
nights the Whalers outlasted
the Ottawa Nationals Monday
night, winning 7-5 with the help
of Tom Webster, John French
and Ted Green, who tallied two
goals apiece.
It was the only pro hockey
game of the night in either the
WHA or National Hockey
League.
"It's good when you don't
play as well as you can and
still can win," Kelley remarked
pdyikLIcr_tbe,ica4P.e. The Whalers 'tallied to-U1times in the decisive second period to take a 7-4 lead, an advantage Ottawa couldn't overcome. New England held a 3525 shooting advantage.

Peay To
Protest
Fracas

Bowling
Standings

Thursday Couples
Bowling League
Team
31
Red Birds
B's & C's
Night Owls
Ups 8. Downs
Road Runners.
Rockets
Di,mons
Strikers

28
27
2521'
24
24
23' 2

W..1
13
16
17
19
19' 7
20
20
20, 2

it
Alley Cats
23
22' 7 21'?
SA,sf its
22
22
Whiz KidS
22
22
Gene's Body Shop
.ghting Four
33
21
7.in Pens
20
24
Strikes
18'
25'
Super Bowlers
16
28
Pacers
14
30
Lynn Grove rour
10
34
High Team Game (SC)
Night Owls
705
Red Birds
690
Red Birds
658
High Team Game (NCI
Night Owls
822
Gene's Body Shop
804
Alley Cats
800
High Team Series (SC)
Fred B,rds
1982
Night Owlr,
1927
Ups Ilowns
1803
High Team Series (NC)
Gene's Body Shop
2309
Nigt-t Owls
2278
Red Birris
2273
High Ind. Game (SC)
Men
225
Jim Neale
223
Charlie Hargrove
Women
Fl
,
tty Johnson
184
Judy Parker
177
Latimer
169
High Ind Game (NC)
Men
Ron Pare
258
J C. McDaniel
248
Chai.l'e Harg, ive
244
Women
Betty Johnson
226
Calene Felts
216
Judy Parker
,
21f.
- o 'High Ind. Series (SC)
Men
Jim Neale
602
Charlie Hargrove
575T C Hargrove
569
Women
Betty Johnson
482
Patsy Neale
476
Judy Parker
474
High Ind. Series (MCI

.CLARKSVILLE,
Tenn.
AP)-Austin Peay State University's head football coach Gene Bur keen
said he plans an appeal to the Charlie Hargrove
Jim Neale
Ohio Valley Conference comWomen
missioner about a third quarter
Betty Johnson
fight which Occurred during the Glynda
Black
Austin Peay-East Tennessee Judy Parker
High Averages
game Saturday.
Men
The fracas came at the close Jim Neale
of 'the quarter just after the Don Jones T C Hargrove
Governors intercepted an East Delmar
Brewer
Tennessee pass. Austin Peav Ron Pace
Latimer
iLaVaughn
running back Buster Johnson
Lyman Dixon
missed the last quarter because Charlie Hargrove
of an eye injury received in the Carlos Black
Women
fight.
Patsy Neale
"I've never seen anything LaVaughn Latimer
like it," Austin Peay coach Bill Judy Parker
Hilde Bucket
Dupes saft"It wastright at the Betty Dixon
point of.a riot."
Betty Johnson
The coach said an East Ten- Lou
Darnell
nessee player came off the Burlene Brewer
bench and hit an Austrn Peay
player. Then fans left the (57
stands to join the free-for-all.
cJ
1968-Light Hitting 1 ear
BOSTON
- The
Roston Red SON' Carl
astrzemski was the only
batter in die American League
to bat river .300 during the
1(11)8 season. The Red Sus.
slugger just barely made it at

647
638
635
608
595
585
186
183
181
174
173
169
172
172
172
162
148
147
146
145
141
138
137
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Ali-Foster Clancy tries hard
Bout Set for Prothro's way
For Tonight
By HUGH BAKER
Copley News Service

By ERIC PREWITT
.
Associated Press Sports Writer
STATEL1NE, Nev. ( AP) Around the corner from the
nickel slot machines in the Sahara-Tahoe casino, Muhanuned
Ali and Bob Foster fight tonight
for higher stakes and a possible
shot at boxing's biggest jackpot-the heavyweight championship.

one specific job," Clancy said.
"All 1 want to do is play a lot of
football. Naturally, I'd like to
start again, but playing is the
most important thing."
The Ram defensive back had
had some experience with
zones in college.
"We played true zones,
though. We didn't have them
varied with the man-for-man,"
he said.
A lot of Clancy's publicity in
college came from his offensive
efforts as a two-way player,
though it was as a defensive
man that he was named to several All-American teams. He
gained 783 yards rushing in his
junior year with a 5.3 yards per
carry average.
Williams probably is the fastest defensive back the Rams
have. His best sprint time was
9.6 in college.
The speed was an asset when
he roved, free-lancing, under
the coaching of Allen and his
predecessor, Harland Svare. If
the Prothro system seemed too
restrictive to him last year, it is
comprehensible that Williams
might be unreceptive to any
curb on his swashbuckling
play.
Now that he has learned the
Rothrto method, Clancy can
see that it is more reasonable
with the personnel- the Rams
have,
And he's trying his best noo
to show he is disciplined enough
to accept the Prothro method
with enthusiasm.
"He's shown us what -he con
do," Williams said of Prothro
with considerable respect. "So
his way has got to be right."

LOS ANGELES - The summer of '72 is a happier time for
Clancy Williams.
Compared to '71, that is. Last
summer, Williams found himself demoted from his Ram position as left cornerback and
shoved onto the special unit
teams and substitute duty.
"All I can say is, 1971 was a
bad year for me arid forget it,"
"I'm waiting for "Joe Fra- he said. "I had 4 bad attitude.
zier," said Ah, the former Not resentful. I just wasn't enheavyweight champ, on the eve thusiastic."
of his scheduled 12-round bout
Williams said this unenthusiwith light heavy champ Foster. asm stemmed from the fact he
"I don't know what to expect could not readily accept the
from Foster, but he'll give me changeover
Tommy
to
trouble for a few rounds," he Prothro's coaching policy after
said about his 33-year-old oppo- years of being successful under
nent, expected to weigh in at the head coaching of George
Allen.
about 180 pounds.
"I had a bad attitude about
Ali has predicted he'll stop the change
last summer,"
Foster in eight rounds and says Clancy reported.
the lighter but taller fighter
"I just didn't like Prothro's
"has to rely on a lucky quick defenses - with a lot more
punch' to score an upset.
zones - as well as I liked the
All is fighting for a guarantee man-for-man defense we
of $250,000, Foster for $125,000. played under Allen.
The 30-year-old Ali will have
"I had been used to roaming
a weight advantage of about 40 all over the field with my man
pounds. Foster has held the instead of accepting the relight heavy crown Vs years, sponsibility of a zone. I couldn't
but was knocked out by Frazier accept the idea at first of letin two rounds in an attempt to ting the man I was guarding go
if he moved into a new zone.
take the heAyyweight title.
'My instinct told me to stick
All's only lass in 40 profes- with him, not turn him over to
sional fights was 20 months ago the man in the new zone. It was
to Frazier. The 15-round deci- a lack of confidence in
sion spoiled his bid to recapture Prothro's way of doing things.
the title taken away from him
"I can see now that I was
for a draft evasion conviction wrong. Because if the zone, not
which later was reversed.
the man, was my responsibilThe Foster-Ali bout is set in a ity, then I wasn't taking care of
virtual television studio atmos- my responsibility if I left the Satterthwaite Wins
NEW YORK AP) - Unphere, the High Sierra Theater zone to try to intercept."
The onetime Washington seeded Frank Satterthwaite upat this resort hotel in ski and
gambling country on the south State star is still quite con- set top-seeded Victor Niederhofscious of the chances to inter- fer 16-17, 15-11, 15-4, 15-14 and
shore of Lake Tahoe.'
cept. He picked off a Cleveland won the Joseph J. Lordi InThe seating capacity is just Browns pass in the preseason vitational Squash Racquets sinover 2,000, and the audience opener. When he lost the ball, gles championships Sunday.
should see the theater's tough- trying to change hands with it, Both are New Yorkers.
est show since entertainer Ann- Ram linebacker Isiah RobertSatterthwaite also upset secMargret suffered a few broken son grabbed it off to run 36 ond-seeded Jay Nelson of New
bones in a recent fall on stage. yards for the club's first touch- York in an earlier semifinal
down.
match at the New York A.C.,
The fight will be shown on
Clancy's interceptions:141'- 15-12, 15-10, 15-8.
theater television elsewhere in foot, have played such a part in
his professional career that he
Ottawa Wins Water Bowl
the United States and abroad.
EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, Mo.
"I wanted the fight because is second on the Rams' all-time
of the big money. But I think I list as an interceptor, with 28 ( AP/- The Ottawa University
can beat him and there will be for 428 yards in seven years. Braves, champions of the Heart
Adjustment to the Prothro of America Conference, have
inore money," said Foster, a
defensive
sheriff's deputy in
system came so won the Mineral Water Bowl
Albuquerqbe, N.M.,- between- reng „alowlym ko,Williams last season football game.
that he warOiircif--11% !eft k•--- The.graves--cauaa.trom beappearances.
cornerback job before the-reg- hind to beat Friends UniverNeither man would appear to ular season. Jimmy Nettles sity',
Kansas Athletic Conferhave a shot at the heavyweight took it over and held it for the
ence champion, 27-20 Saturday.
title until at least next spring. season.
Frazier will defend Jan. 22 in
With the strides Clancy has KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
up nights, burning, frequent
Jamaica against George Fore- made this summer, he may yet Getting
or scanty flow, leg p•ins, BACKACHE may warn of functional kidney
man, the unbeaten fighter from bump either Nettles or right disorder•-"D•rige
r Ahead." Give a
Hayward. Calif., ranked No. 2 cornerback Gene Howard out lift with gentle BUKETS 3-t•bs-adatt treatment. Flush kidneeve-RCGUbehind All among the con- of a position.
LATE PASSAGE. Your sar bock if
pleased in 12 hours. TODAY at
"I'm not thinking about any not
tenders.
Holland Drug Co

MURRAY

Rotary Community Auction
Saturday, November 25, Court Square, 1 p.m.
PARADE - SANTA CLAUS - CONCESSIONS - GIVEAWAYS GIFT CERTIFICATES - AUCTION - COLOR TV DRAWING MUSIC - BAZAAR - BAKED AND CANNED GOODS
Proceeds to support Senior Citizens Park, Calloway County
High School Bond, Other Urgent Civic Needs

WANTED

SPOR1

Free si
ba!
By GEORGE HOWE
Copley News Servier
OAKLAND, Calif. -in the home of the
Champion Oakland All::
the balls, bats, uniform•
the rest of the paraphei
needed by a major
team have been sort
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Free substitution
baseball style
By GEORGE HOWER
Copley News Service
OAKLAND, Calif. - Here
in the home of the World
Champion Oakland Athletics,
the balls, bats, uniforms, and
the rest of the paraphernalia
needed by a major league
team have been sorted out
and readied for 1973.
One item that is not likely to
be used in 1973, however, is
the A's 1972 stratagem of using second base as a wild-card
position, starting one second
baseman and then calling in a
parade of pinch hitters, pinch
runners, and then journeyman glove men for defensive
purposes when needed.
It was a move born of necessity, and Oakland manager Dick Williams says the
controversial use of the position "helped us more than it
hurt us."
He never will forget one
game in particular in which
he substituted freely at second.
It was "the game that won
our division title," Williams
recalls.
"We ended up with Dal
Maxvill ( regularly a shortstop) as our fourth second
baseman. He ended up batting
cleanup and hitting the double
that drove in our winning run.
"After being down 7-0, we
ended up winning that game,
8-7."
The starting second baseman, by the way, was batting
eighth in the original lineup.
By game's end, Williams
says, "I think we had 11 batters hitting eighth."
"This is not solely my idea
by any means," says Williams.
"(ur owner (Charles 0.
Finley) had thoughts about it.
Give him credit. It's his idea.
He asked our thoughts on it,
and we couldn't see anything
wrong with it."
Here's how it works: The
A's normally have their second baseman bat in the eighth
spot, the weakest spot in the
batting order-other than the
pitcher.
When it comes time for the
second baseman to bat, but
there's a man on base and
Williams thinks a pinch hitter
might help produce a run, he
calls on the pinch hitter, perhaps ling 14ph Mincbeet‘And he cZ) do that until he
runs out of pinch hitters.
However, the A's may run
out of second basemen before
the 1973 season rolls around.
The reason is the A's are
overstocked at second base,
and not by design. Circumstances determined what the
As did. It began When Dick
Green suffered an early-season back injury requiring surgery. Then his replacement,
Larry Brown, also suffered a
slipped disc.
By season's end, Green recalls, the A's had used Maxvill, Ted Kubiak, Tim Cullen,
catcher Gene Tenace, Larry
The SILFNI GUARD 11
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Haney, and even third baseman Sal Bando at second
base.
"Ted Kubiak is a very good
second baseman, and Tim
Cullen is good, too," Green
says. "Now we have four second basemen and any one of
us could play on any other
club in the American League
because every one is a good
player." It's logical the A's
will be dealing off second
basemen before 1973.
Normally, Williams says,
"you'd have two extra infielders - or three. Two of them
basically middlemen, guys
who can play second and
short."
The obvious advantage of
the system is its ability to
bing in pinch hitters, and
Green admits a manager can
play the percentages even
more by changing from righthanded to left-handed hitters
when the situation calls for it.
'Of course, one of the bad
things for a second baseman
is you don't get to play all of
the time, and each one of us
wants to play the whole

Alabama
Dominates
Statistics
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. APIAlabama not only leads the
Southeastern Conference, it
dominates league statistics as
well. Out of six categories, the
Tide is No. 1 in four.
Alabama amassed 461 yards
rushing against Virginia Tech
last Saturday. And, in the 10
games this season, it has rolled
up 3,097 yards for a per game
average of 309.7 yards and 40
touchdowns.
ISU is in second place with
1,849 in nine games for an average of 205.4 yards per game.
Alabama ranks first in defending against the rush. The
Tide has held opponents to 1,213
yards for a game average of
121.3. Auburn is next, having
held opponents to 1,098 yards in
nine games for an average of
122 yards per game.
In total offense, Alabama has
racked tkapr 4,250 yards for a
game at,erage of 425 y
game and 51 touchdowns.
is next with 3,391 yards for a
game average of 376.8 yards
and 28 TD's.
In total defense, The Tide
held foes for 2,254 yards for a
game average of 225.4 and 15
touchdowns while runnerup
Tennessee held opponents to
2,083 yards in nine games for an
average of 231.4 yards per
game.
ISU is on top in the passing
offense category. The Tigers
have completed 110 of 207 pass
attempts for 1,542 yards and a
game average of 171.3. In second place is Florida with 101 of
192 for 1,179 yards and a game
average of 147.4.
Defending against the pass
best is Tennessee, holding opponents to 70 completions of 167
attempts for 738 yards iand a
per game average of 82 yards.
No. 2 in that category is Vanderbilt, holding opponents to 51
of 143 attempts and 756 yards
for a game average of 84.

Sears CotolooMurray,
Soles Office
Killebrew Hospitalized
K.
Southside Shopping Center

111 ,
Happiness is...
••

MINNEAPOLIS) AP)- Minnesota Twins' slugger Harmon
Killebrew was to remain hospitalized until Wednesday after
undergoing surgery for varicose veins in his right leg.
A team spokesman said the
surgery Monday at St. Mary's
Hospital was preparatory to a
Dec. 4 operation on the 36-yearold Killebrew's big toe to remove a bone growth.

tr.

Likes To Sweep

41-

A

KING
EDWARD
CIGAR

LOS ANGELES (As)- Los
Angeles Ram tackle Tom Mack
was asked Monday why he
likes to lead the Rams' sweeps.
The 250-pounder1 reply.:
"Well, after bashing my head
-against 290-pound—defensive
linetnen all day, there's nothing
more. exciting than to turn the
corner and see a 180-pound cornerman ahead of:me."

The Murray Middle School
Tigers gained their fourth win
in as many tries last night by
dowing the host Faxon Panthers
81-49.
Murray jumped to a 26-11 lead
and coasted to a 49-19 halftime
advantage.
Reserves
dominated action in the final
half as the Tigers outscored
Faxon 32-30.
Lindsey Hudspeth paced the
Tigers with 18 points while
Richie Richardson fired in 14.
Andrea Perry and Raymond
Sims scored nine and eight
respectively. Blankenship led
the losing Panthers with 17
points while Kirk added 11.
In the preliminary game, the
Tigers raised their record to 3-1

by taking a 66-33 victory. Frank
Gilliam led the winners with 15
while Greg Garland tossed in 10.
Ken Perkins and Willie Perry
each added eight. Elliot led
Faxon with 12 points.
Murray will not be in action
until next Thursday when the
Tigers travel to Calvert City for
a 6 p.m. battle.
Murray
26 23 9 23-81
Faxon
11 8 16 14-49
Murray(811-Sims 8, Oakley
6, -Hudspeth 18, Lane 7,
Richardson 14, Rollins 2, Foster
2, Wells 6, Vinson 2, Harcourt 1,
Boone 6, Perry 9, Taylor,
Adams and Farley.
INt
490)rris
BIa8n
,k naslhkiepr 18
7:
KiF
rro
lln,
Duncan 4 and Elliot.

Washington Battles Back
With Third Period Rally
By HUBERT MIZELL .
Associated Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) "Three cheers for the Redskins," sang the husky-voiced
Washington football team.
"Three cheers for the Redskins
... rah, rah, rah."
These are grown men, mind
you.
"Hooray for Pat. Hooray for
Pat Fischer," continued the offkey locker room chortis. "Hooray for Alvin. Hooray for Alvin
Haymond. Rah, rah, rah."
The Redskins are the world'sofdest, largest, highest-paid
Boy Scouts. George Allen is as
much their scoutmaster as the
coach of the National Football
League powerhouse.
After a victory, Allen passes
out game footballs like so many
merit badges. Monday night
was Fischer's turn for gutty defense that got him a black eye
and Hayntond's turn for nifty
kick returning.
"We sing because we're happy," said Allen. "It was a big
win for us. The pressure's now
on the Dallas Cowboys for
Thursday's game. We'll just sit
back and watch what happens."
Washington had just smacked
over the Atlanta Falcons 24-13
for their seventh straight, the
longest streak of Redskin victories since 1942 when D.C. had
its last world champion.
Billy' Kilmer hit 7-for-7 in the
third quarter, topping an 89yard march with an 18-yard
touchdown pass to Larry Brown
and later hitting tight end Jerry Smith on a 12-yard score.
A 10-7 Falcon halftime lead
vanished amid the Kilmer barrage that put Washington into
21-10 command. Bill Bell kicked
a fourth-periodsfield goal and

Ledford Named
OVC Offensive
Honor Player
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
This week's Ohio Valley Conference players of the week are
repeat chqices from Tennessee
Tech.
Quarterback Mike Ledford
took offensive honors by leading Tech to a 24-10 victory over
Middle Tennessee Saturday,
And Jim Youngblood, a Little
All-America linebacker last
year, came up with two interceptions, 10 tackles and 10 assists to be named top defensive
man.
Ledford, a 6-foot, 180-pound
sophomore from Knoxville,
threw a 43-yard touchdown
pass, scored on a three-yard
keeper and rushed for 75 yards
in 21 tries.
The OVC named these stars
of the week: •
Eastern Kentucky: Jackie
Miller, Joe Washington and
Tom Reid.
Middle Tennessee: Joe Pelt,
Greg Gregory, Ray Oldham
and Charlie Holt.
Western Kentucky: John Embree, Robert Walton and Craig
Clayton.
East Tennessee: Bill Miller;
Alex Todt.
Murray: Bob Marshall, Jerry
Stanley, Pat Hagerty and Mike
Perry.
Morehead Dare Schaetzke,
Vic Wharton, Mike Jackson and
Chuck Steiner.
Tennesiee Tech; Howard
Greehhowtrand Allett Byrd.- _ Austin Peay: Leslie Wright,
Bonnie Slaon, Bob Svarda and
Bob Sizemore.

Curt Knight matched it with a
37-yarder that drew a standing
ovation.
Knight, you see, had blown
six straight field goal attempts
and had been showered with
boos for two earlier goofs.
Kilmer, rushed by 250-pound
Claude Humphrey, threw an interception in the first quarter
that Ken Reaves returned eight
yards to the Redskins' 44.
Three plays later, Atlanta
quarterback Bob Berry rifled a
36-yard touchdown pass to tight
end.Jim Mitchell for a 7-0 Falc(in lead. •
Ted Vactor fumbled a Falcon
punt at the Redskin 30 to set
the table for a 33-yard field
goal by Bell that made it 10-0
as the Washington clientele
squirmed in their seats.
Falcon runner Art Malone
coo-led his team's hot streak
with a fumble that was covered
up by linebacker Chris Hanburger.
Kilmer hit Roy Jefferson for
eight yards and Charley Taylor
made 14 on an end-around to
set up a one-yard scoring
charge by the incredible
Brown. It was then 10-7, setting
the stage for Kilmer's third period heroics that erased Atlanta
hopes for an upset.
Brown muscled for five yards
on his first carry of the game,
hitting 1,000 for the season with
four games to go.

Bobby Hull To
Continue Play
With Winnipeg
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Auburn Replaces Notre Dame
Tody is
For Only Change In Top Ten

his own
man

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Southern California's unbeaten Trojans maintained their
runaway lead over Alabama in
The Associated Press college
By JERRY MAGEE
football ratings today while AuCopley News Service
burn replaced Notre Dame for
Mrs. Smith had three sons, the only change in the Top Ten.
Following Saturday's impresWillie Ray, Charles Aaron, also known as Bubba, and a sive 24-7 drubbing of 14th-rankthird one, whose identity be- ed UCLA that gave them the
'Came obscure:"
Pacific-8 championship and a
"I've lived under a 'Bubba's berth in the Rose Bowl, the
little brother' stigma," an- Trojans pulled down 44 firstnounced the third son from
place votes and 988 of a posDallas. "People
really sible 1,000 points from a nationhaven't seen me; they only
wide panel of sports writers
have heard Bubba had a little and broadcasters.
brother."
Alabama and Michigan, the
Well, they're seeing him
only other unbeaten teams in
now on the far left of the
the country, continued to rim 2Dallas Cowboys' defensive
line - Tody Smith. Please do 3. The second-ranked Crimson
not confuse him with any Tide blasted Virginia Tech 52-13
other of the Smith brothers. to nail down a Cotton Bowl invitation and received five first"In my posture in everyday
life I would like to be known as place ballots and 874 points.
Michigan used a field goal
Tody," asked Tody. "I don't
want to make any team be- with 64 seconds left to turn
cause of Bubba, I don't want back Purdue 9-6. The Wolveanything given me because of rines, who need only a win or
Bubba and I don't want any- tie against ninth-ranked Ohio
thing taken away."
State this weekend to capture
Obviously, Tody Smith is the Big Ten crown and the othhis own man: a second-year er Rose Bowl berth, received
professional attempting to es- the remaining first-place vote
tablish himself on the world and 744 points.
champions of football and doThe 4-5-6-7-8-9 positions were
ing quite nicely.
retained by Oklahoma, Nebras'He's getting the same re- ka, Penn State, Texas, Louisults as Larry Cole except siana State and Ohio
State but
he's getting them on raw abilAuburn inched up from 11th to
ity' rather than savvy," com10th by trouncing Georgia 27-10
pared Dallas Cowboy coach
while Notre Dame sfid from
Landry.
Tom
Until a couple of weeks ago, 10th to 11th after barely holding
Cole, a five-year veteran, had off Miami, Fla., 20-17.
Oklahoma whipped Kansas
varsity status in the Cowboys'
•'Doomsday Defense." Then 31-7, Nebraska buried Kansas
he went down with an injury State 59-7, Penn State outslugged Boston College 45-26,
and Tody showed up.
-People keep asking me, Texas blanked Texas Christian
'What do you think is going to 27-0, ISU downed Mississippi
happen when Cole comes State 28-14 and Ohio State beat
back?'" related Tody. "I am Northwestern 27-14.
not concerned with that. I am
Behind Notre Dame in the
just concerned about the im- Second Ten came Tennessee,
mediate."
His concern is based in part
on a postoperative knee he in- The only
ones
jured in the off-season playing
NEW YORK 4U1'II — Jack
basketball. "I can't do a lot of Chesbro, who won 41 games in
things," he admitted. "There 19(14. and Ed alsh, who won
are a lot of things I can't do 40 in 008 are the only modern
because it has been only three major league pitchers to reach
or four months since I had 40 -victories in a season-and
neither played for a pennant
surgery."
At that, he is better off than %inner.
Bubba, whose knee still is in a
cast after he was hurt during
the preseason when he got
tangled up in a linesman's
chain. "He's doing as well as
can be expected," said Tody.
For one of his recent experience, Tody is doing better. At
USC he missed what would
• ,perfect for parties
and entertaining during.
have been his sophomore seathe holiday season
son with an injury, made AllModel 3101 has 3 ,Ch,
America as a junior, then
capacity and is available
could play in only four games
in flame red
as a senior because of an anor avocado green
kle injury.
Still, Dallas made him the
25th player taken on the draft
round of the 1971 draft. Pursuing a holdout, Tody missed
most of training camp. When
he did sign, he was assigned to
the tau squad.
"For the last five seasons.
I've had only one full season
of football," he noted. "I
haven't had a chance to really
assert myself."
He has it now and he wants
the Cowboys to view him only
as a man named Smith.
"I'm sure when they look at
me they have visions of another 13u bba," said Tody.
"I'm sure any coach would.
What people don't realize is
Bubba is 6-8 and weighs 280;
I'm 6-5 and go 240 at the most.
Obviously, there is a difference. Obviously, my style
cannot be the same."
The Smiths are the sons of
W. R.Smith, coach at Charlton-Pollard High School in
Beaumont, Tex. One of Tody's
v
Ca
memories is of a high school
athlete named Ernie Ladd.
-Man, that man terrified
me," remembered Tody. -I
would see him sitting there
eating all that stuff and
growling. No one is as big as
he is."

CHICAGO ) AP) - Hockey
star Bobby Hull says he will
continue to play for the Winnipeg Jets despite a Circuit Court
order restraining him -from
playing with the new World
Hockey Association team.
"I just found out about the
court order," Hull said Monday
night in Houston where the Jets
are scheduled to play the Houston Aeros tonight. "I understand I would be enjoined from
playing in Illinois. But as far as
I'm concerned, I will be playing the game here tomorrow
night unless I hear different."
The action against Hull, formerly of the Chicago Black
Hawks of the National Hockey
League and now a player-coach
for Winnipersterns from a suit
by the Black Hawks to keep
Hull from playing.for the Jets.
Judge Francis T. Delaney
signed the order Monday restraining Hull from playing for
the WHA following the leagne's
failure to post a $2.5-million
bond with the U.S. District
Court in Philadelphia.
A federal judge had earlier
enjoined the NHL from initiating any litigation designed
to enforce the reserve clause in
the contracts of NHL players,
including Hull's contract with
the Hawks.
The Smith boys knew little
But Judge A. Leon Higginbo- other than football. "Football
tham in Philadelphia set Mon- was a way of life to us, espeday as the deadline,.for the cially in Texas where blacks
WHA to post the bond to insure are so limited in means of exagainst damage to the NHL if pression," said TodY.
his ruling was reversed.
"You could either be a husHull's attorney, Lawrence Eitler on the streets or play footger, said that 10 WHA teams
ball. It all was a twervr
had promised to post $250,000
mg to identify.
each for the bond but that so
"During those tunes there
far only two teams had cornwasn't really any hope for
plied.•
blacks so they got a football
Eiger told Judge Delaney
that all the money probably and went out and ran off all
would not be posteetintil Dec. their frustrations in the
park.A.,.He said that some of he
bond documents iteri -hem -- Tody....gtnith also had the
held up by a - mail strike m Al- problem of self-identity. It is
6eing solved.
berta.

Colorado, UCLA, North Carolina, Missouri, Iowa State, Arizona State, Washington State
and Texas Tech.

Rupp Honored
At Louisville
Dinner Monday
COUISVILI-E, Ky. 1AP i Adolph Rupp, the dean of Kentucky basketball, was honored
Monday night at an appreciation banquet here.
The former University of
Kentucky coach, now president
of the Memphis Tains pro basketball team, thanked some 200
persons attending the dinner.
He excused himself after
speaking briefly, saying he had
felt ill all day. The audience
gave him a standing ovation.
Gov. Wendell Ford and former governors Bert T. Combs
and Edward T. Breathitt were
among those who saluted the
71-year-old Rupp.
Former Lt. Gov. Wilson W.
Wyatt, master of ceremonies,
told the audience that not the
least of Rupp's capabilities was
his ability "to get three governors of Kentucky on the same
ri Istrum."
All three praised Rupp and
related anecdotes about the colorful. outspoken coach.
Ford said Rupp "didn't teach
only shooting,defense, ball-handling, and physical • conditioning, for those lessons were
temporary in view of the ultimatestandards he wanted others to attain in life.
"Rather he taught self-control, motivation, courage, responsibility, dependability, and
the value of inner toughness,"
Ford said. "He taught the true
meaning of victory, of free enterprise and of unselfishness."
Also attending the dinner
were Louisville Mayor Frank
Burke and Jefferson County
Contmissioner Bob Kirchdorfer,
standing in for County Judge
Todd Hollenbach, who was out
of town. Former Gov. A.B.
Chandleer wired his regrets
that an emergency in Lexington
has Prevented his appearance.

Last week, the Second Ten
consisted of Auburn. Iowa
State, Tennessee, UCLA, Colorado, North Carolina, Washington, Arizona State, Missouri
and Washington State.
Texas Tech defeated Baylor
13-7 and replaced Washington
in the Top Twenty. The Huskies
were knocked out by a 27-10
loss to Washingtoi State.
The Top Twenty, with firstplace votes in parentht•ses, season records and total points.
Points labulatod on basis 1- N18-16-l4-12-10-3-9-7-6-5-4-3-:1-1
1.Southern Cal 44) 10-0 988
2.Alabanta 15)
10a) 874
3.Michigan 11)
10-0 744
4.0klahoma
689
8.81-11 608
5.Nebraski,
6.Penn State
9-1 454
7.Texas
8
84
1 388
414
8.Lowsiana State
9.0hio State
8-1 350
10.Auburn
8
1;.-2
1 30
1897
11.Notre Dani.
8-1 266
12.Tennessee
13.0.1orado
8-3 128
14.UCLA
8-3 73
15.North Carol') a
8-1 72
16.Missouri
5_3
6-4
-1 62
36
17.lowa State
18.Arizona State
20
19..T
Weaxsahsi ngton
Tech St. te
74
8-2 3
18
6
8-2 15
Others receivinj.. votes. listed
,alphabetically: Gi irgia Tech,
Louisville, Purdue. San Diego
S
gitn
aitae., Washington. West Vir-
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YOU CAN'T GO WRONG SHO
I thought most of the leaves
had fallen but the yard
continues to be covered. They
look beautiful but knowing the
damage they can do to grass I
must confess they look much
more beautiful piled up in my
compost pit. It is now piled high
waiting for the next rain to pack
them down.
The bare trees are making
more lovely pictures as the days
go by. A maple tree has shed
most of its leaves and we can
watch the squirrels as they
scamper through the branches.
The next tree is also a maple but
is completely bare, not a single
leaf left. It makes me want to
know why.
Even my little Bonzai Maple
is dropping its leaves just like
the big ones. It is now nearly
four years old and only 12 inches
high. TWO weeks ago, the leaves
were a gulden yellow and I have
enjoyed trimming and training
it. I leave it outdoors just like
any maple to brave the wintry
winds and snow and ice.
The roses are now pruned and
ready to be mulched. I am
cutting the Hybrid Teas and the
Florrbundas down to about
eighteen inches and trimming
the climbers to about thirty or
thirty-six inches. Although we
have not yet had a freeze. I think
it is safe to cut them all back.
It is perhaps a lazy way to do
it, but it is much more pleasant
work when the thermometer is
over 40 then when it is below 32.
Each of these chilly mornings
sends the sap down a little
farther. It is best however, to
wait until a good freeze before
putting on the mulch.
I am hearing many reports of
spring-blooming shrubs of
various kinds putting out

blossoms. In fact I have an
azalea with a few blossoms and
a Philadelphus with its lovely
spray of white. But Mrs. Geu.
Weirdsma calls to say she has
an white azalea in full bloom, all
over. This is really unusual. The
warm days of autumn seem to
fool Mother Nature once in a
while. Perhaps t is just to
remind us that they are only
going to sleep soon and don't
want us to forget how lovely
they are.
the
I can hardly wait for
spring blubs to be ready with
their fantastic show. 1 get so
impatient to see the results of a
planting., especially when they
are new bulbs. I put in some of
my favorite Dutch Iris, that I
expect to truly enjoy. They are
as dainty as an orchid and much
more practical.
I have said so many tunes that
gardening in any of its phases is
a wonderful subject. Always
something new and different
and always a challenge to ones
efigenuity and endurance. I
often long for the strength and
agility of youth as there is
nothing I enjoy like weilding
a hoe and putting strange dead
things in the ground waiting in
anticipation
to see
what
happens.
One last reminder about
mitt ings. Geraniums cuttings
can still be taken as the plants
are not frost bitten. Cut about
twice as many as you will need
for that is about the average of
root growth. Put six or eight
inch slips in a mixture of one
part each of soil, peat moss and
sand. Put into this mixture for
about half their length and
water them for a couple of
weeks, then only enough to keep
from drying out. The reward is
well worth it.
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IVING DAY
OPEN ALL DAY THANKSG
ROASTING PANS
4 to 7 POUND SIZE
blue enarnerooster holds up to 7 pound
roost or 4 pound ch.tken
Oval shape
Compare at 1 39 •
some as above,
15$o 18 POUND SIZE
holds 15 pound fowl to
18 pound Cu' moot
Compore.ot 2.49

87

A fine personal portuble for bedthe patio! Carries
easy, looks great in its wood -groin
acrylic finish. Super power grid VHF
tuner and solid *ate UHF tuner for
excellent reception.
room, den, or on

Stock up for the holiday season ahead. Useful for cooking,
for storing

HEAVY-DUTY FOIL
Model 124

Compare at 59'
Perfect for the Thanksgiving Turkey and all the other holiday
demands for foil wrap! Special savings now for the smart
shopper.

COMPARE
AT $99

FAMOUS BRAND

SERVICE FOR 8

Model

"Our people are sad but not
discouraged. We have an
economy that will exceed
Communist China's this year,
but our future is tied to the
American mutual defense
treaty and especially to the
Seventh Fleet.These are the words of the
Republic of China's top
propaganda and information
man who is in the United
States on what he candidly
admits is an "image-building" mission. The goal is to
counter the trend that has
seen his country ousted from
the United Nations and deserted by many nations rac11* to establish diplomatic
ties with Red China.
Frederick F. Chien, the
man heading this mission, is
director-general of the Government Information Office
on Taiwan. At 37, he is the
youngest man ever to serve in
this position but he is well acquainted with America and
with the top echelons of his
own country.
He holds a Ph.D. from Yale
University and has been En$lish secretary to the late
Vice President Chen Cheng
and President Chiang Kaishek.
"We depend very much on
the mutual security treaty
with your country," Chien
said in an interview. "There is
a particular psychological
plus to this treaty — that no
country is likely to attack us
when we have a treaty with
such a strong ally. Even more
important is the presence of
your Seventh Fleet near the
Taiwan Strait.
"Should Red China attack
us front just 100 miles away —
and that is their desire --- the
availability of the Seventh
Fleet and U.S. air power
within three days could mean
the difference. If it took three
weeks for you to come to our
assistaice the situation might
be different..7 .
Contrary to what officialshigh in the U.S. goVernmerrtbelieve. Chien insists that Red
China wants to attack Taiwan
and also that the Peking regime considers the Republic
of China a greater threat to its
- existence than Russia..
"The Russian border troubles go on and on," Chien

said, -but if war should come
it would serve to unify the
Chinese people on the mainland — because the Chinese
always have disliked the Russians. However, if war came
between us and the Communists, it would split the people
on the mainland and many
would come to our side. This
is what Mao Tse-tung and the
others fear."
Chien denounced what he
called his country's desertion
by the Japanese in favor of
Red China and said there are
fears over the next course of
the United States. "You are
having dialogue with the
Communists," he said, "and
that is all right but we wonder
what the next step will be."
Chien's mission, however,
is not one completely devoted
to erasing fears of his government. He is proud of the economic progress on Taiwan —
-We will have a $5.5 billion
foreign trade this year," he
said, "and that will be more
than Red China has, even
though they have 750 million
people and we have 15 million.
"Ford has just agreed to
build a $20 million plant on
Taiwan and ow- big industrialtrade complex in Kaohsiung
southern Taiwan port city)
now can handle 150,000 ton
vessels and is booming."
The Republic of China's
agricultural assistance program also is a venture that
Chien likes to talk about.
-Even with the Reds successful in the U.N.," he said, "we
have technical teams totaling
1,130 experts in 40 different
nations -- particularly in
Africa, 'Alin America and
Sbutheast Asia. We will continue to help our friends in the
free world.
"But, never will we negotiate with the Communists, not
after 30 years of failure in
talks with them over the last
half century. All the concessins wereune-way — by us."
4

.

.
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SMOCK TOPS

Compare or 4 99
Pick a strawberry and polka dot pattern if that strikes y
fancy. Short sleeve smock with button front, pockets s
and cuffs in contrasting print. Navy and red combinaticM,

ppRNINGWARE
Unbelievable but true
This three-piece set of
Corning carries a sug
gested retail of 25 50 Nov.
at Big K your Value leader
this set can be yours Thank
sgiving for 9.83 consists of
covered Bcrking Dish,
Covered Skillet, and
Covered Saucepan.

Comes in many assorted patterns Dishwasher safe and
Guaranteed Break Resistant.
Get set for the holidays with this
Super Savings on this Service for
8 Set
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service

SHOP

SPICE
RACKS
Always have sealOnings,
right at your fingertips
Choose two tier rack with

12 apothecary style bottles
or some style rack with bottles and drawer.
-

Compare
at 2.49

Big
with
a tru
It.au
men
InaC

BIG K SMASHES PRICES

ASSORTED APPLIANCES

FAMOUS BRAND

ELECT

HAMILTON BEACH
Hord to believe but here is a 1:g
big buy on famous Hamilton Beach
Appliances Take your choice of a
14-Speed Blender, or a 9-Speed
Deluxe Mixer complete with Bowls
Hurry down for this tremendous
values as quantities ore limited

Save an Additional 1 99 each off our regular low low price on this fantastic assortment of Small Appliances all UI
Approved Assortment consists of Toaster,
Percolators, Hand Mixers and many more
of the most wanted items for your kitchen.

YOUR
CHOICE

)f,/itirty
kvoi-06111100r1
jscrriet
xs.AwKli

COMPARE
AT 29"

LAY-A-WAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!
Nr.k

CONCERT
GUITAR
Just in time for Christmas. A full size Concert
Guitar of Beautiful Hardwood, either for the
professional or the beginner. You'll never
find a value like this again

Compare at 6 99

WOMENS STUD TRIM PUMP
Manmade uppers in beautiful antigued
finish. Strap and buckle trim with studs

Extension sole, soft foam
medium chunky
heel. Brown in sizes to 10.

lining and

a

Save On These
Famous Brand
Hot Combs
model 336

4.Mst
In Time
For
Christmas

TWO-TONE PLUSH SCUFF
plush uppers and innersole
fluffy plush ciiircir Assorted
colors in sizes to 10
' Compare at 2.99
Cozy

rxr
BANKAMERICARO

Quantfti
Limited

Bel Air Shopping Center-

Beginning frWay,, November 14th,
Big
K wiH be open every night until
753-8777 * ACRES OF FREE
PARKING *" 10:00 P. M.
for your shopping
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
convenien e

9-9 Mon
1-6 Sun
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CAPITAL IDEAS

'NG SHOPPING HERE FOR

How good
is the
laser?

DOOR
BUSTER
MENS, LADIES, CHILDREN'S

By L. EDGAR PRINA

FAMILY WATCH
ASSORTMENT

Copley News Service

WHAT A BUY!
Heres a Watch assortment for

hurs., November 21,22,2

every member of the family.
Comes in White and Yellow
Gold some with Expansion

LADIES KNIT TOPS
What a buy on this assortment of ladies Nylon and
Polyester Knit tops so easy to core for. Short sleeve
styles in 26-inch lengths in Crew and U neck styles
with Placket and Tie fronts. Size 5-M-1. in White,
Navy, Black, Red, and Brown. Save over 15% today.

REGULAR 2.88

LADIES VELOUR TOPS
Fashion Smart Velour Tops that you would expect
to be priced at least 7.00. Save on additional 83c
today below our usual low discount price. Rich fashion
colors in both stripes, and solids. Styles include Placket and Zip fronts with conventional turtle necks. Sizes
32 thru 38

LADIES

PANTY HOSE

REGULAR 4.66

LADIES DENIM PANTS

Save on These First Quality
ladies Panty Hose in all the
shades of Fall

Here's a chance to save an additional 1.05 off our
regular discount price. Choose from a wide selection
of pants in both Bull and Brushed Denims in sizes
8-18. Be fashion right with all the beautiful colors
of the season. Values to 5.88.

LIMIT 2 PR.

SHASTA
COLA
28-0z. Bottle
Assorted QUANTITIES LIMITED
HMIS
--SO HURRY!!!

re at 4.99

GE STEREO PHONOGRAPH

pattern if that strikes
utton front, pockets, y
y and red combinotion$

Corry with you anywhere, anytime . . . picks up just like
luggage. High impact polystyrene case can take if!
Jam-proof, flip-down changer takes o 6-stack of lp's
with ease Control system
assures sound to suit your individual Reg. 3688
model
taste. Plays 33 1-3, 45, and 78s.
39.88
U-936

PHOTO SPECIAL
Model QM884

ELECTRA QUADRASONIC
8-TRACK STEREO

Save 80c and more on this special
from our Photo Department Develop
any 12 exposure roll of Domestic
Color Film, excluding Film for Pocket
Cameras, and receive big Jumbo
Prints of your film. Limit one to a customer Thanksgiving Day Only.

Stock Up Now On

Big K introduces 8-track stereo
with four-speaker sound system at
a truly affordable price! Enioy the
luxury of great listening entertainment for your family this Christmas

Compare
at 2.49

PAPER NEEDS

COMPARE
Al 14MSK

For the Holiday With_Tharse Values

ROOM SIZE

9 x 12

RUGS

Cold Weather is on the way. Here
is a tremendous value in a Double
Size, Single Control Electric Blanket
that is Ut. Approved with slight
irregulars in the fabric only. Compare this blanket if first quality at
11.99

/gamic

Paper Towels4/
Our Reg. 44c limit 4

4ini
Toilet Tissue /U
Soft Faciol Tissue Quality

Here's a beautiful selection of full
912 Rugs in either Indoor -Outdoor,
Nylon Pile or Shag types Hurry
down for these as quantities are
limited in some fabrics. Choose from
a wide assortment of Decora.
.t2
4a
colors.

T winsPall

Our Reg. 44t limit 4

Values
to 29"

COMPARE
AT 29"

0.1w°

4/97c

Towels

--- -I Our. Req. 44c limit 4

_

Jumbo Ro' s

ELECTRIC BLANKETS
big
ac Is
to
eed
wls
ous

Big Thirsty Twin Pack

PRESTONE II
HARD HAT

FEDERAL 225

ANTI FREEZE

Our reg. 78c per box

HAIR
r

Save On These

DRYER

Hot Combs
•

Model HD-20

In Time

FEDERAL HI-POWER
SHOTGUN SHELLS
Get set for Rabbit season
with these Federal Hi Power Shells in 12, 16, 20,
and 410 guages. In all the
popular shot sizes.

For
Christmas

88

Quantities
Limited

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

ammo ati.11.
Limit
2

480 Gals Per Store

None Sold
To Dealers

ow'

try , November 24th,
open every night until
ir your shopping

Never trust a stranger, and with
NEW Prestone II Anti Freeze and
coolant you'll be safe both winter
and summer. limit 2 per customer,
and a minimum of 480 gals. per
store

Professional style dry
en large enough to dry
any type hairdo Four
heat controls, easy to
carry about Durable
and lighhveight

Famous Brand

Just

Save over 20c per
box on Federa 22
long Rifle She'ls
today.

Open 9-9 Thanksgiving Day-,
For You Shopping Convenience

Bel Air Shopping Center
*-ACRES OF FREE PARKING_ *
We Reserve The Right To Limn Quantities

WASHINGTON — The
Pentagon's top scientist calls
lasers "fascinating and absolutely incredible," but says
the United States still hasn't
been able to make a cost-effective weapon out of them.
Dr. John S. Foster Jr., director of defense research
and engineering, conceded
that a power source could be
produced which would allow
laser beams to -saw off the
wings of airplanes," but
added
''We haven't found anything
in the way of a high-powered
laser to the extent we can
demonstrate a feasibility to
replace conventional ways of
doing things.
"However, we have, as you
know, decided we can replace
the old way of bombing
through the use of lasers."
The latter was a reference
to the so-called "smart'
bombs which are guided with
great pceeltsion to the target
by a laser beam focused on it.
These laser bombs have had
phenomenal success in combat in Vietnam.
Laser means "light amplification by stimulated emission
or radiation." Lasers thus are
sharply focused, pencil-thin
beams of concentrated light
that move at the speed of light
— 196,000 miles a second
Foster said the laserguided weapons are "10
times more ( cost) effective"
than conventional bombs.
"They are 100 times better,
but they cost 10 times as
much," he explained.
The No. 3 Pentagon official
said that shortly after he
came to the Defense Department in the mid-1960s, "we
tried two major efforts" with
lasers.
One was to attempt to use
them as information tools ad
to designate a target on the
ground for aircraft.
The other was to see
whether "we could make a
weapon out of it" ( laser).
Foster said he was not at
liberty to say much about the
weapons effort, asserting that
it involved "very classified
infcrma Lion "
"We do continue to have
both efforts," he said.
He acknowledged that
lasers had been suggested for
use in defending against enemy ballistic missiles, but he
indicated a lack of enthusiasixijpr the idea.
"An incoming warhead
would be well armored so it is
not likely to be vulnerable to
lasers," he said.
The Defense Department's
Advanced Research Projects
Agency has been spending increasing sums of money on
Lasers but, as Foster pointed
out, the program is enveloped
in secrecy.
One new avenue that is being explored is the use of a
chemical source of energy for
the light beams. Other
sources are electricity and hot
gas.
According to Dr. Stephen J.
I,ukasik, ARPA director,
"The gas dynamic technology
is here and the military services are now heavily involved in this area
Some Air Force officers believe the laser offers a promising new weapons system for
its 8-1 advanced manned
strategic bomber. The B-1, if
approved for production,
would be ready by about 1979.
Careful!
CHICAGO IUPII—Twenty
million home and playground
accidents annually make every
day a day for caution in both
places.
Some of the accidents, according to a report from the
Hospital
American
Association. may be prevented

through correction of design
deficiencies. For example,
modifying control knobs on
certain electric stoves which are
too easily turned on by
them.
against
brushing
Another example: setting
standards for children's cribs so
that the slat/ are not so far
apart that a baby could
strangle when ha head was
caught between slats.
ailing a ha I
1)1 lOIN it I'll —,Ireland's
General Council of Fisher
Boards lia% warned the time is
approaching %sheet
-alas. n fishing %sill has.. to 'top.
Ii %N a 1-114.CI ret-ens h that iiserfishing 1"16111111 I.% terminate
.illmart in Irish 164111`r{ us /thin
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11%., I or three
area in %% Inch. 2011 salmon were
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Lady's leading role
in rise of French tv

Experts believe
pipeline feasible
Editor's Note: Sixteen U.S.
and Canadian companies plan
to build a multibillion-dollar
pipeline to bring compressed
natural gas from northern
Alaska and Canada to U.S.
and Canadian energy markets. This is the second of two
articles explaining the system.
By PETER HAYES
Copley News Service
PRUDHOE Bay, Alaska —
Four years ago the state of
Alaska granted leases to oil
companies to tap the vast reservoirs of petroleum around
Prudhoe Bay on the arctic
coast.
Today,a pipeline that would
bring the oil southward to the
port of Valdez is still unbuilt,
delayed by court actions
brought by conservationist
groups who believe the pipeline would endanger the environment.
The big hangup was not lost
on 16 U.S. and Canadian companies who propose to pipe
compressed natural gas from
Prudhoe Bay and northern
Canada to Canadian and U.S.
energy markets.
The oil companies made
mistakes and we've got to
learn from their mistakes,"
said Joseph R. Rensch, president of Pacific Lighting Co.,
whose subsidiary Southern
California Gas. Co. is participating in the gas project.
The feeling is that the oil
cuziipanies didn't do their
homework.
The gas companies — long
before seeking a construction
permit from the U.S. and Canadian governments — joined
in the Gas Arctic-Northwest
Project Study Group to conduct feasibility and route
studies costing more than $25
million.
Last summer, 55 biologists
and aides fished for arctic
grayling, counted birds and
tracked caribou as part of
studies aimed at lessening the
pipeline's impact on environment of the far north.
Gas Arctic officials candidly acknowledge that there are
numerous environment concerns that require consideration by pipline builders. They
Include:
— Degradation of permafrost.
— Excavation of river
banks and rive
— Inadequateprotection of
wetland areas used as breeding grounds by waterfowl.
— Restriction of movement
of wild animals such as the
migrating caribou.
— Interruption of natural
drainage patterns.
— Interference with natives traditional trapping,
hunting and fishing grounds.
— Damage to sites of possible archaeological interest.
Permafrost is the bugaboo
most frequently mentioned by
pipeline builders. With the
earth frozen the year around,
engineers must find a way to
lay a pipeline so that it won't
thaw the ground and cause the
pipe to float and perhaps
snap. Such thawing also could
turn the countryside into a
land of lakes, ponds and
ditches.
In an oil pipeline, the oil
must be heated to 148 degrees
in order to flow easily. In a

buried line, that heat plays
havoc with the permafrost —
and poses one of the conditions that has brought down
protests from environmentalists.
Gas line engineers plan to
bury the 48-inch pipe and chill
the gas to below 32 degrees so
that it will be the same temperature as the frozen soil.
This concept is currently
being tested by using air to
simulate the flow of natural
gas through test pipes at
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, and at
Norman Wells and Sans Sault,
Northwest Territories.
Technicians also are testing
the effects of a pipeline on
various forms of surface
cover. After the pipeline is
buried, the soil must be reseeded to prevent thermal
erosion of the permafrost.
Technicians are experimenting with at least two dozen
forms of grasses for this job —
many of which have proved to
be succulent delicacies to arctic mice.
Biologists working on the
Gas Arctic project have developed important information about the far north's
wildlife, such as population,
migration patterns and habitats. For instance, it was
learned last year that the population of the Porcupine caribou herd in the northern Yukon totaled about 70,000 or
double the number previously
estimated.
Other wildlife that must be
protected are bear, moose,
sheep, wolf, fox, mink and
muskrat.
The pipeline may exert an
even greater impact on the
15,000 Eskimo, Indians and
settlers who are scattered in
the northern country.
The life-style of many natives is hundreds of years old.
Men and women hunt and trap
their food, clinging to natural
survival skills. A technical society brings innovations
which are bound to collide
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with a primitive way of life.
'There is no word for 'gas'
in the Eskimo vocabulary," a
Gas Arctic official said.
"So we have started a program of bringing out village
elders for education so they
can go back and tell their people what we are planning to
The pipeline builders say
the multibillion-dollar project
will provide employment for
5,000 men over two or three
years. Gas Arctic has brought
selected northern residents to
Alberta for training in welding and other technical skills
that will qualify them for jobs
in construction and operation
of the pipeline.
A University of Alberta research group has been re-tained to develop plans for recruitment, training and employment of northern residents, along with the economic, sociologic and cultural impact of the pipeline on the
north country.
Meanwhile, Gas Arctic officials are keeping their fingers
crossed in hopes that the pipeline project is not jeopardized
by increasingly militant native groups seeking land
rights in the Northwest Territories.
Indians and Eskimo in Canada hope for a settlement similar to the recent decision
by the U.S. government to allot 40 million acres and $962.5
million to 80,000 natives in
Alaska.
-We agree the Indian rights
question must be settled," a
Gas Arctic official said. "But
we hope they don't use the
pipeline as a club against the
government."
As for 'U.S. environmentalists' attitude toward the proposed gas line, many would
Like to see the line through
Canada expanded into a combined corridor to include gas
and oil pipelines and eliminate the long-pending line
across Alaska.
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COMMUNITY ROTARY AUCTION
1. All down-town stores will be open.
2. There will be a parade, including Santa.
3. There will be concessions
4. There will be giveaways
5. There will be bazaars
6. There will be a drawing for a 25" color T.V.
7. There will be merchant gift certificates.

Plan to attend this event!
Saturday Nov. 25 1:00 P.M.
Courthouse Square Murray
Proceeds will be given to support our Calloway County Band—Senior
Citizens—other civic needs. This ad sponsored as a community service.

,INSURED,

By ROBERT MIUSEL
MONTE CAR IA), Monaco
1UP11 — When a brilliant
documentary film. -The
Drug':, won one of the prizes
at the Monte Carlo Television
Festival there was a rush to
kiss the hand of the producer
ho, one should add, happens
to be an attractive blonde
named Jacqueline Baudrier.
Mme. Baudrier is the head
of current affairs for the
Second Network of the French
Television Service ORTF
Office de Radiodiffte. n et
Television Francaisel, plum
job in what is developing into
one of the best broadcasting
services in Europe.
Mme. Baudrier is modest
about her role in the rise of
French television to its present
standard but one thing is
certain — whatever she has
done has been accomplished
on a straight competitive basis
with her male colleagues. She
is no fan of Women's
Liberation as a movement
though she is for complete
equality of opportunity.
"I've never found it difficult
because I'm a woman, she
said, after the jury awarded
"The Drug" the U N DA prize
donated by the International
Catholic Association for Radio
and Television. "I got my
chance ir radio when I was
asked b do a newscast that
meant 'sting up at 3 a.m. I
got up and did it. If I hadn't
things might have gone differently. But if you work
among men you ,..must work
like a man and not use being a
woman as a pretext.Mme. Baudrier moved from
radio to television two and half
years ago and has been
working out of a current affairs formula intended to
entice viewers away from the
simple entertainment shows
she knows they are apt to seek
out after a hard day's work.
"I appreciate that the wage
earner is not exactly in search
of mental stimulation at that
point,- said Mme. Baudrier,
who is fortyish but looks
younger. "And that is why we
do not
him problems to
consider night after night.-

French viewers on the
Second Network get, in fact, a
mixture of current affairs
shows, all of which are chosen
on a four-word formula —
they must be newsworthy."
This can mean a debate on a
topic such as lefty% ing teat-hers
in the schools anti parents'
reactions thereto; original
reporting such as an exclusive
interview with a suspected
Nazi war criminal in South
America or "The Third Eye- major examinations of
major subjects such as narcotic's. '
Mme. Baudrier is happily
married and said without real
regret that her job has always
been too absorbing, too allenv eloping to leave her time or
need for the actual running of
a house or raising of a family.
of
hundreds
Helping
thousands of viewers become
more aware of the world is, she
feels,just as fulfilling a mission
for 11 woman at this time in
history,

Benton Youth
Plan Program
The 8th Annual -Youth for
Truth" program at Benton,
Kentucky, is scheduled for the
weekend of November 18 & 19.
The two-day event will be held
Memorial
in
Chambers
Gymnasium of Benton High
School.
Five outstanding speakers
will headline the 1972 program
Five outstanding speakers
will headline the 1972 program.
Ray Walker of the Jordannaires
Quartet will be the song director
as well as a participant in other
segments of the program.
Walker will be joined by K.R.
Jhin, South Korean native who
is a renowned educator and
social worker in Huntsville,
Alabama; Leonard Johnson,
Professor of Education and
Psychology, Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tennessee;
Gary Martin, Staff Member in
the Public Relations and Admissions Office, Hrding
College, Searcy, Arkansas; and
Dale Smith, who resides in West
Chicago Illinois, and who was
1968 winner of the International
- Toastmaster's award. Master
of Ceremonies will be Kenneth
Hudson, a Marshall County
native who is now a Civil
Engineer in Lexington, Ken=
tucky.
Hundreds of teenagers from
throughout the nation have
made this Western Kentucky
event the largest of its kind in
the nation. Marshall County
churches of .Christ sponsor the
program and provide food,
overnight accommodations,
and other hospitality for their
guests. Benton businesses,
school officials, local police,
and the Civil Defense supply
invaluable services for "Youth
For Truth."
Registration will begin at
noon November 18, with the
first activity scheduled for 1:15
p.m. Events will
continue
throughout Saturday afternoon
and evening until 9:00 p.m.
The Sunday program include
services at 10:00 and 11:00 a.m.,
closing with a giant youthparent service in the gymnasium Sunday evening at 6:00.
A barbecue dinner'is served
in the school cafeteria Saturday
afternoon and lunch is provided
,at ntion Sunday. All teenagers
are invited to affend regardless of religious affiliation.
Further information about
"Youth for Truth" may be
obtained by contacting the
Benton Church of Christ, 11th
and Olive, Benton, Kentucky
42025.

o s postage stamp
is British irixention
Pit — The
NI %I,
nuslern postage stanip is a
British imention. according to
George If. t)>nsns, British
Postal Director., oho is on an
extended tour of the I nited
States and. Canada to help
promote a Iwo stamp. the Silver
I•iPitIP
l'IMITAnniversary
meniorating the 21th %%priding
annisersar ofoi,ineen Elizabeth
and Prince Philip.
l'he first aillirsime stamp. sa!,y,
as issued !Ma), I •
I I. h‘ hes
18411, anti it caused "great
bustle at the Stamp Office . in
I ands in. "Ille idea grew Iltit .1' a
need "for little hits of paper just
large enough to bear the stamp
and iloere41b!, a glutinous wash
%silk+ the user might.
p)s ing a little moisture. attach
to the back of a letter.-

A FAMOUS VISITOR LIES IN HONG KONG —The Queen Elizabeth, 83,000ton luxury liner which burned in a fire, lies in Flong Kong, China, harbor awaiting salvage.
View is from stern, Salvagers want her two-inch steel plating mostly.

Don't get caught napping—attend our

Sleeper of a Sale
on Spring Air
mattresses and
box springs

Creator of the popular
Back Supeaacteryfatlffttress
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Guy Spann

83 000
g sak:age

-"Phone 753-2587

We at Guy Spann Realty take this opportunity to say
"Thanks" for making it possible for us to reach an
all time high in sales this year, 1972.

R
opàlar
tritress

We Sell"

"AGAIN ... THANKS"

GUY SPANN REALTY
901 Sycamore

Phone 753-7724
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Half-Way
For Alco

0

Carrollton
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Alt.. 20) dr
You may be offered an unusual
proposition. Study all angles,
and accept only after full
consideration and careful
reckoning of possible outcomes.
TAURUS
(April. 21 to May 21)
Don't lean on anyone else's
ability when your own is so
potent, but be sure you DO
accept proffered assistance and
plans from those who can help.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
The winds may blow hot, then
cold, strengthen, then diminish.
YOU remain stable, knowing,
watchful. Your well-directed
efforts should now bring
gratifying reward.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
You can make more progress
than may at first seem possible.
Once you appraise situations,
put your shoulder to the wheel
and get going. You may even
top an old record.
LEO
2{g
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1
A day calling for astute
discrimination
exand
ceptionally good judgment.
Bring due pressure to bear in
•"week" arias, but stand by
calmly where necessary delays
occur.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Be careful of details, avoid
doubts and a trend toward
misunderstandings. You can
prevent many errors if you are
on your toes, thinking ahead
every step of the way.
LIBRA
(Se(t. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may face moments of
uncertainty: Stand firmly
against wavering and doubting.
Concentrate on significant
issues without neglecting minor
items on your schedule.

n

A DOLL —Actress Susan Hampshire, set for role in A
Doll's House, ties her boots herself in Greenwich theater,
London, England. She's lbsen's Nora, rebellious wife.

EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

U.S. documents
area goldmine
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
An increasing number of
parents, pupils and schoolmen are tapping one of the
richest resources in the country for inexpensive materials
on almost any subject.
A gold mine of pamphlets,
periodicals, posters, pictures,
charts and books•itTavailable
from the U.S. Superintendent
of Documents by mail or at
one of 18 government bookstores, including 14 outside
Washington.
Prices range from a nickel
for brochures on drug abuse
to $76 for the 26-volume Warren Commission report on
President Kennedy's assassination. Most are modestly
priced at 50 per cent above actual printing costs for hendling,a,pd other expenses.
About a thirrof the more
than two million inquiries received in Washington about
the publications each year
seek help with term papers
and school projects
Large numbers of parents
write for the slew of pamphlets and books on how to
care for young children and
how to help teen-agers.
One man asked for the best
place to honeymoon.
The most popular publication is "Infant Care," with
more than 15 million copies of
the 20-cent pamphlet sold.
Next on Uncle Sam's best seller list is the 75-cent pamphlet "Your Federal Income
Tax." "U.S. Government Organization Manual," at $3, explaining who does what and
where in the federal bureaucracy,ends the list of 20 publications selling more than a
million copies.
The GPO has been in existence for 77 years as publisher
for the plethora of government departments, agencies
and commissions which originates the material. Citizens
get the result of the governments research and knowledge in every field of human
endeavor when they buy GPO
materials that include a
plastic litter bag.
Last fiscal year, the GPO
sold PA million publications
for $22.5 million. Although it is
not in business to make a

profit, the GPO manages to
return money to the Treasury.
Uncle Sam got a rebate of
about $10 million in fiscal
1972.
Five years ago, the GPO decided to expend outside the
nation's capital and since 1967
has opened 14 bookstores
throughout the nation, each
stocking nearly 2,000 items.
Additional stores are planned
for Cleveland, Seattle, Houston, Pittsburgh and Jacksonville. The GPO also established a distribution center in
Philadelphia and another in
Pueblo; Colo.., allowing the
Washington headquarters to
handle hard-to-locate items.
It takes a week to 10 days to
receive most publications by
mail.
A sampling from Uncle
Sam's cornucopia includes
American history stud
guides; information for noncitizens seeking naturalization; Spanish-language materials; monthly magazines
about the space program, the
armed services, education,
foreign affairs and hints for
consumers.
A twice-monthly list of 120
items, "Selected U.S. Geyer nment Publications," and
catalog-like price lists on 47
subjects are available free by
writing the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402. A monthly catalog
of everything published by the
GPO, including material not
generally available for public
distribution, costs $7 a year.
The superintendent's office
also will provide speakers and
displays to schools, PTAs,
civic and social groups and to
conventions that provide
space.
One of the few items yet to
be published, however, is how
to build and operate a school.
But if you'd like a copy of
''Katy's Coloring Book," for
an elementary school child;
material on physical fitness;
gardening; how to enjoy retirement; weather reports
and maps; sport fishing or
"An Electromembrane Process for Regenerating Acid
from Spent Pickle Ijquor,"
write Uncle Sam's publisher.

Arl,

SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt
Tendencies to avoid this day:
Overloading your schedule,
hasty decisions, confusion and
making unnecessary changes in
projects now running smoothly.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )erlliTt)'
Don't wait for opportunity;
break ground and make an
attractive setting for it. Personality and demeanor will
count.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Better cooperation from
others indicated. Also the
possibility of an interesting
offer. Once you have checked
the latter's reliability, do not
hesitate to accept.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Put fervor and ardent ambition into all your efforts and
stress optimism. You can top
past achievements now—with
gratifying compensation,
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) f•
Act swiftly if conditions seem
right, but proceed slowly where
the going is tricky and there are
obstacles which cannot be
overlooked.
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to half the state's counties. Kentucky's rivers have more than 1000 ramps, harbors and landings for pleasure craft and more than
200 terminals for commercial traffic. The Ohio River carries more than 114 million tons of commerical ores, fuels, and products
each year. The Tennessee, Green and Barren, Cumberland, Kentucky and Big Sandy Rivers contribute more than 40 million tons of
cargo to the Ohio River total each year.

Navigable Rivers Provide State Profitable Exchange

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Chrome
ore from Africa, twine from
Spain and Mexico, steel from
Pittsburgh, Japan and Europe:
all these move through this busy
port.
Cranes with 60 and 135 ton
capacjties strain under the
weight of sheets and rolls of
YOU BORN TODAY, a
steel while rail cars and trucks
Scorpio-Sagittarian cuspid
(born at the change of Signs), wait at the dock sides for
are endowed with some of the thousands of tons of unloaded
most powerful characteristics cargo.
This is the not-so-"far away
to be found in the entire roster
of zodiacal natives. You are, and exotic" port of Louisville. It
innately, a leader; are capable, is one of many places in the
extremely enterprising, ver- state where an exciting and
satile and have a flair for the profitable exchange is always
dramatic and unusual. You
underway, the exchange betcould succeed in many areas
ween Kentucky and her
but, notably, as a business navigable rivers.
executive, scientist, jurist,
Clarence Hawkins, sales
statesman or, along creative
manager at the Port of
lines, as a writer, journalist or
Louisville Terminal compares
musician. Yaw integrity is
its operation to a seaport seroutstanding and anyone enving ships. The terminal
trusting his affairs to your
unloads incoming barges and
hands is lucky indeed. Birthdate
of: Mary Ann Cross (George stores their cargo for local use
Eliot), Eng. novelist, poet; as well as national distribution;
and, at the same time, provides
Geraldine Page, actress.
facilities for Kentucky goods to
be shipped up or down the Ohio
River.
"Most of the inbound barge
shipments consist of bulk
products like coal or wheat and
other grains," said Hawkins.
-Basically our biggest comThe girls went for a walk modity is raw steel, which
with Karen's two dogs, a mong- comes in from the mills for
M namereTexichie wnet a Ger- basic manufacturing
. _
..„ concerns
_
man shepherd named Lady, in the area."
Hawkins
said the docks
after the girls and Mrs. Michael Morgan surprised Ka- handle 1000 to 1500 tons of steel
ren's mother, Cohn Llewellyn, each day; steel that goes either
with a birthday party Saturday. into warehouses or is shipped
"Poochie saw a raccoon and directly to manufacturers.
When a group of barges,
chased it," chubby brown-haired Karen said. "We ran after called a tow, comes into the
him. Pretty soon we didn't Louisville area, it is taken to a
know where we were, We've "fleeting site." The barges are
only lived out here a coo le held in the fleeting area and
weeks and I don't know the smaller towboats maneuver
them to the docks for unloading
place."
Sheriff Ed Duff said the girls in groups of one or two.
probably were never much
more than a mile from home.
"Because of the volume a
But the dense woods along the barge can hold," said Hawkins,
north bank of the Tomoka Riv- "the manufacturing people in
er a few miles outside of Day- the area cannot receive a full
tona Beach made search oper- barge load in one day.
Steel, for instance, arrives at
ations difficult.
"I wasn't afraid until it got the dock in the form of sheets,
dark," Tonya said. "Elis and I rolls, coils and girders. Each
are Girl Scouts but we never bundle weighs about 10,000
camped out in the woods. We pounds.
tried to huddle together to keep
"Not many manufacturers
are capable of handling over
warm."
"We sang Christmas carols one or two truck loads of steel in
and other songs to keep Angela their receiving docks at once,"
from crying," Karen added.
said Hawkins. "One barge
"It was my 33rd birthday," would amount to about 51)
Mrs. Llewellyn said after the truckloads at 20 tons each."
girls were found. "It was the
The advantage of river
worst I ever had. I aged 10 shipping, according to Hawkins,
years.is the low rate for bulk products.
Steel from Pittsburgh can be

Girls Sing Carols While
Lost In Florida Woods
ORMOND BEACH,Fla.(AP)
—Huddled together in ts "Orr
made of palm fronds, five
frightened little girls sang
Christmas carols through the
night to keep their spirits up
while 1,500 volunteers searched
for them in the swampy woods
near their home.
The 17-hour ordeal for the
five, ranging in age from 2 to
11, ended Sunday morning
when a helicopter spotted them
standing on a muddy creek
bank and directed ground
crews to them.
-Are mom and dad looking
for us?" asked 11-year-old Tonya Morgan.
"The whole country is looking
for you," replied the first searcher to reach the girls. Dirty,
wet, scratched and bruised
from frequent falls — but otherwise unharmed — the girls
were immediately reunited with
their parents.
"Mother came running down
the road to us with her arms
spread wide open," said Tonya,
who shared the ordeal with her
three younger sisters: Elisha,
to, Carla, 7, and Angela, 2, and
schoolmate Karen Llewellyn,
11.
-We got lost," Tonya said.
"We followed those stupid
dogs."

OWE NSBORO

shipped at about $5 per ton,
much less than by rail or truck.
According to American
Waterways Operators Inc., the
barge and towing industry
accounts for about 16 per cent of
the nation's total transportation
output. The total tonnage in
1971 was the largest in history of
America's rivers, 560,470,417
tons. At the sad.
* time, the
average cost was one-third of a
cent-per-ton-per-mile.
The Kentucky Department of
Commerce describes Kentucky's position in relation to
this trade as "strategic.' The
state has 1,300 miles of
navigable waterways which
provide **Bess to 60 of its 120
counties. Commerce officials
point out that two of the main
rivers in America's Inland
Waterway System, the Ohio and
the Mississippi, border Kentucky for over 700 miles.
Figures compiled by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers show
that last year the Ohio River
carried more than 133.3 million
tons of
cargo, That total
reflects more than 110,000
upstream-bound barges being
pushed along by more than
31,000 towboats. If you sat on the
river bank for a year and
counted, you would get twice
that total. What goes up must
come down.
Kentucky's own inland
sealgrways were just as busy.
About 13,000 floating commercial vessels made the trip
up and down the Green and
Barren Rivers during 1971; a
little more than 1000 plied the
waters of the Kentucky River,

The Levisa Fork and Big Sandy
rivers saw more than 2000
vessels. More than 3200 vessels
passed through Barkley Canal
between the Cumberland and
Tennessee Rivers, while a total
of 33,500 traveled the two rivers
themselves.
Much of the trade also involves ocean-going vessels.
Hawkins said the Louisville
Terminal receives about two
ocean-going ships a year.
"At times we have unloaded
ships with a draft of 11 to 12
feet," he said, "shiploads of
twine from Spain, for Instance.
A ship which can come up the

State Gasoline
Sales Set Record
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)—
Despite a two-cent per gallon
increase in Kentucky's gasoline
tax, sales of gasoline have
reached a record level.
Department of Revenue figures show that sales were up
by nearly 18 million gallons in
the first three months after the
increase took effect July 1 over
the same period last year.
Sales during the period after
the increase amounted to 4162
million gallons, Paul Tanner, a
research specialist for the depertinent said. The figure for
the same three months of 1971
was 398.5 million gallons.
There were 1.36 million passenger cars registered in Kentucky the first six months of
this year, compared with 1.22
million during the same period
Last year, he added.
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river to Louisville gets the
benefit of a cheaper transportation rate. The quantity
involved is usually 1000 to 3000
tons; it can be stored in our
later
warehouse
for
distribution."
He said twine also comes
from Mexico by barge.
"Ships also mite to pick up
chemical plants which are
prefabricated
in
bete
Louisville," he said. "Ammoniated chlorine plants have
been dis-assembled and loaded
into small ships or ocean-going
barges for shipment to South
American countries."
Figures show that the principal commodities moving on
Kentucky waters are coal and
coke, oil and gasoline, stone,
chemicals, iron and steel, arid
sand and gravel.

These cargoes often pass
some unusual quantitites of
substances on their way up or
down the river; besides ships
carrying twine from Spain, last
year the Ohio saw 100,000 tons of
molasses, 824,186 tons of fuel,
and 258,473 tons of sulphur.
When you watch a towboat
straining behind a string of
barges, you might be seeing
coal from Kentucky, plywood
from Finland, or enough
molasses to float a battleship.
As more industries move into
the state, as more ships from
foreign countries arrive at our
docks, and,a.s the demand for
food and raw materials continues to grow, Kentucky's river
system will be a major growth
factor as the commonwealth
moves into the 70's.
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Decodes of dependable credit for Agriculture and
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P.C.A. takes a step

RURAL HOUSING
MOBILE HOMES
FARM RELATED BUSINESS

THE NATION'S
NO 1 CREDITOR
IN AGRICULTURE

P.CA. BACKED
BY NATION'S

PROVEN
DEPENDABLE SINCE
1933

MONEY CENTERS

•

•

•
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Lower interest rates
Budgeted loans to fit every need
Borrowers owned organization
Short or intermediate term credit
Simple interest and only for the time you use it
An agriculture loan specialist who knows Farming & ts needs

1

So. f 1

f you're o full or part-time farmer, or planning to build,
remodel, or purchase a rural
residence come to see us on any of your needs
•
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The Jackson Purchase P.C.A. has over $28,000,000.00

Also.. . Fresh Ky. Lake CatfishCountry Ham - Steaks

-

in loans outstoning end
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know, that many members must be right.

Open 6 em. to 10 p.m., 7 Days A Week

HAZEL CAFE

•

4

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS IS A RACER Lir.igon car developed by Honda
employes gets ready for big event in Hamamatsu, about 100 miles west of Tokyo, Japan
Wheels are in legs which move independently as if monster walks. Eyes of the dragon
flash. Idea came from toy monster.

MURRAY OFFICE
305 NORTH 4th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PRONE 753-5602
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Half-Way House Provides Means OFFBEAT DIARY
Lighting up for old times
For Alcoholic Rehabilitation
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—Three
"The comprehensive care
people, two men and a woman, center," said
Jim Whitt,
sat around the end of a long director of the Office of
dining table, finishing bowls of Alcoholism in the Mental Health
chili and talking about the days Department, "is the coorthat were—days when alcohol dinating force for cooperation
was their only source of life, among many community
their only companion.
agents. The centers provide
"Can you drive me into group and individual therapy,
town?" one man asked the psychiatric and other help, such
woman.
as referral to the Volunteers of
"No, I don't have my licen- America
and
other
se," she replied. "Would you organizations."
believe I never stayed sober
With adequate financial
long enough to take the test?" backing and clincial aid, the
Through the aid of the Ken- volunteers now are contucky Volunteers of America centrating on housing and
Half-Way House, operated in treatment. Currently they have
cooperation with the regional three houses in Lexington; one
comprehensive care centers of each in Frankfort, Ashland and
the state Mental Health Paducah.
Department, these three
The beauty of the system is its
recovering alcoholics have been simple rules and philosophy.
able to face their problems and
"Our one rule is 'Thou Shalt
fight them.
Not Drink' " said Dunlap. "A
rapidly-exPanding Person can come and stay as
program began in 1969 when long as he thinks he needs to as
Volunteer Post Commander long as he doesn't take even one
Kent Radcliffe decided to take drink."
only alcoholics into a Lexington
The program's philosophy is
boarding house opened for designed to help the recovering
workers in the Volunteer Thrift alcoholic meet that rule.
Sthre.
"You have to remember that
"My primary goal was to the alcoholic is a con artist,"
create a homelike atmosphere said Dunlap. "I am a
as an alternative to hospitals, recovering alcoholic myself. An
jails and dark alleys," said alcoholic can fool me for a
Radcliffe, himself a recovering while, but I've been there and I
aleoholic, .
know their tricks.
The program worked so well
"Besides,"
he
added,
that a second Lexington house "recovering alcoholics have an
was opened in November, 1970. acute sense of smell. I can
Then, when the Thrift Store's detect a vodka martini at 20
intome wasn't sufficient to feet."
maintain the expansion, the
With the benefit of "having
Department of Mental Health been there," house managers
Joined the effort.
approach the alcoholic—in a
The houses, now six in gentle, but firm confrontation.
number, are operated under an By sharing past experiences,
affiliation agreement between the house manager not only
the regional mental health- prevents the newcomer from
' ental retardation boards. "conning him," but also helps
olunteers
of
America him open up and face his
manages the houses, each problem.
region provides part of the
"Most of these guys are ready
needed funds and the centers to give up booze when they
handle the clinical respon- come to us," said Radcliffe.
sibility.
"But they need help. We help
"Fortunately for us, Mental them stay sober through
_Health watched our develop- association, a method used by
ent and decided to support our Alcoholics Anonymous."
'program,' said Staff Captain
Once the recovering alcoholic
'William Dunlap, Jr. "Mental ' is on his feet, he usually finds a
ealth Commissioner Dr. Dale job and pays his own room and
arabee . made possible our board, which is about $25 a
((filiation with the corn- week.
., '.rehensive care
"Finding a job usually is the
centers
- ause the department saw the individual's decision," said
eed for residential-type Dunlap. "If a guy is just
programs to supplement bumming around the house, the
existing services offered by the rest of the men will get on him
until he tries to find work. And
centers."
Operatitik furl& for -thehave-contactsta.44 him."
houses come from several
About 95 per cent of the men
sources. As of last Apri, 38 per in the houses now have jobs.
cent was paid by the clients
After finding work, many of
themselves, with the remainder the men stay only a few weeks,
coming from various grants-29 returning to homes and
per cent from the state, 27 per families. Those who don't have
cent from the federal govern- families can stay as long as they
ment and 6 per cent from want—as long as they don't
Vocational Rehabilitation.
. drink.
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"This is another facet that
has attracted national attention
to our program," said Radcliffe. "Most states have a sixmonth maximum stay, and the
men spend most of that time
counting their days.
"Our clientele is a crosssection of American society,"
Radcliffe pointed out. "We have
mountain drunks, one doctor,
several lawyers, all kinds.
Many have come with only the
clothes on their backs. One
came in a chauffered car."
, Currently, Frankfort has the
only coed house. This basically
is because male alcoholics
outnumber women four to one,
and because women drinkers
often are hidden by culture and
society.
An estimated nine million
alcoholics live in the U.S. and
313 have received help from the
Kentucky
Volunteers
of
America so far this year.
"We often are asked about
what kind of success we have,"
said Dunlap. "If success is
measured in complete abstinence for rthe remainder of
the alcoholic's life, our rate
probably is 10 per cent or less.
"If it is measured in
lengthened periods of sobriety
and decreased periods of
drunkenness, we have benefited
a majority. If success is
measured in relief of human
suffering, then we have succeeded in every case."

By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service
"It's easy to give up smoking. I do it every day."
Mark Twain said that.
'If you can't beat 'ern, join
'em.'
I said that.
For the last few years,
starting about August, I have
tried to give up smoking. I
have tried gradual withdrawal, going cold turkey, and

stocking the pockets of my
suits with chewing gum and
candy.
Nothing has worked.
It's not that I lack willpower. It's just that I feel silly trying to outstare a cigarette.
But there has been one benefit that has come out of my
annual bout with tobacco.
Probably because of some
vague Freudian-masochistic
tendency in my id, I have become an expert on the liter-
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By JOHN CUNNIFF .
a day by holders of checking
AP Business Analyst
accounts, every one of which is
NEW YORK AP) — Richard at a commercial
bank. Savings
Gilbert, the new president of and loans
cannot offer them.
the U.S. Savings and Loan
Now the fund transfer system
League, expects one of his big- is about
to become more comgest challenges will be to block plex. and
the associations worthe threat of a commercial ry
that; while they could live
bank monopoly in certain con- without
such powers in the
sumer finance services.
past, they may not be able to in
If that sounds odd to you it the
future.
should be remembered that
The reason is that banks are
savings and loan associations developing
plans to join into
are not banks. Their services groups
that would transfer
are limited to savings accounts funds
electronically. Your payand loans, mainly for housing. check, for
example, would be
Their essential purpose is to deposited
directly into your
channel the savings of ordinary bank,
and the bank then would
Americans into housing. They pay
certain bills.
are the biggest home mortgage
Moreover, it is now generally
lenders in a nation of 63 per
agreed that the shopper of the
cent home ownership.
future will use a plastic card
But they are beginning to with
a magnetic strip that will
balk • at the_ restraints, which
rmit the store to deduct inthey feel could place thefn a1 --a'
stantly:re purchase-Tem from
distinct disadvantage in this your
account and transfer it to
electronic world.
theirs.
They cannot, for example, ofIf the savings and loans are
fer third-party transfer of
excluded from such systems it
funds. In its simplest form, a could
mean disaster. The added
third-party transfer would be
convenience of such comthe use of a check written by
mercial bank services would
you to transfer funds out of likely,'
be more than the S&Ls
your account into that of anothcould offset with their higher
er.
interest on savings.
This is done 23 million times
"A monopoly wasn't granted
to the banks from Mt. Sinai,"
said Gilbert in an interview at
the S&L convention in Miami
Beach.

LEXINGTON, Ky.-0.
Leonard Press, executive
director
Kentucky
of
Educational Television (KET),
has been elected chairman of
the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters
iNAE13) executive board for
1973.
Over 5000 persokS attended
the annual convention at which
Press was named to the
organization's highest post.
NAEB, the country's largest
association designed to serve
the needs of educational radio
and television stations, is influential in the overall direction
of educational nationally.
Press was not the only
Kentuckian honored by NAEB.
Ron Stewart, deputy director of
KET,and art director Sid Webb
accepted seven national awards
in behalf of KET staffers in the
art and film areas.
Of the hundreds of entries,
KET won the "Award of Excellence" four times for graphic
publication,
design
of
promotion and production
materials. In addition-, three
films produced at the Kentucky
Network Center in Lexington
were voted "Awards of Ex- cellence."
•
With . 13
transmitterapositioned
strategically
throughout the state, Kentucky
has the largest educational
network -in the United States.

at ure of smoking and tobacco.
And I have become aware of
something infinitely sad.
Now that summer has become the season of the antismoking clinic, the Era of the
Great Smoker is over.
Never again will we have a
John Barrymore, giving with
the cold, arrogant, aristocratic stare to the quaking damsel, then calmly lighting his
cigarette.
That was soul.
Don't get me wrong. I know
a strong correlation has been
shown between smoking and
heart attacks, bronchitis, emphysema and, for all I know,
dandruff and adultery.
It's just that an era is dying,
and only us oldsters remember the glory of its heyday.
"A woman's a woman, but a
pipe's a smoke."
Rudyard Kipling said that.
The dangers of smoking
were recognized as far back
as the 19th Century, of course.
It was considered by the more
genteel classes as being as
dangerous, or perhaps more
dangerous, than any modern
doctor would credit it as being
today.
In 1880, Charles Caverley
could write that the use of tobacco could:
-... Make a cat a ghost
"Useless, except to roast.

•••

Savings And Loan Firms Fear
Bank Monopoly Is Some Areas

KET Staff
Receives
Honors

MOTORWAYS

He indicated that he and other S&L officials intend to use
every legal means to prevent a
monopoly of fund transfer services.
"The nation will be better
served by two systems," he
said. "Banks to take care of
commerce and industry, and
we family financial centers to
serve people."
Gilbert, who is president of
Citizens Savings Association,
Canton, Ohio, also faces the
legislative matter Of converting
savings and loan associations,
which are mutually owned by
depositors, into stock companies.
Many association leaders
have proposed conversion as
the answer to continued
growth. It would mean that
-S&L& Would . attract investor
money in the sarne— waY---rs.
General Motors.
This conceivably would mean
a windfall for existing passbook
holders who, in addition to their
savings accounts, would most
likely have to be given stock
also.
Gilbert expects an "active
legislative year." Congress also
is interested in tax revisions.
And controls on interest rates
expire Sune 1, and in all
likelihood must be replaced,
perhaps with some changes,

Should liquor
be in house?
By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Bob:
Is it wrong to have liquor in
the house when the wife is an
alcoholic'
Hubby
Dear Hubby:
I need to know more specifics of your wife's situation
but, generally, if she's trying
to stay sober but having a
hard time of it and if she
spends a lot of time alone with
liquor very handy it is asking
much too much to expect her
to win her battle over the bottle. However, if she is working a good program and is
finding a fulfilled life, liquor
will have no control over her.
Why haven't you gone to
Alanon to find out about such
things!
Believe me, that's where
you belong, or is the liquor in
the house because you need it
more than you need a sober
wife.
Why don't you go to Alanon
and your wife to Alcoholics
Anonymous or both of your go
to AA? Why is liquor in the
house so important to you
Bob
Dear Bob:
I saw your article in the
Hartford, Conn., Times. I ant
a 24-year-old mother of three
children and my husband is a

real alcoholic. He does nothing but drink, get in trouble
and beg me to bail him out.
I'm working, he's not. I just
bailed him out of jail and
promised to pay for a telephone pole he ruined with our
car. If I'm lucky I can pay $10
a month. He will not go to AA
and I don't have time for
Marion. What can I do"!
Worried
Dear Worried:
What can you do?
How about trying to look
five years in the future and on
the basis of the situation then
make a decision about being
too busy for Alanon now. My
advice is to spend the time in
Alanon you've been spending
in getting him out of jams. Let
him realize the results of his
behavior as you go about trying to find some peace for
yourself and the children.
Some don'ts: Don't pay for
the telephone pole. Don't fix
the car. Don't bail him out.
Don't forget to work the Alanon program Don't wait until
tomorrow to begin.
Bob
Bob Scott can he reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, .481 South Tustin
l_eve., Orange. . Calif. 92666
I Tele phone 714-633-95821.
tCopyright, 1972, Copley
News Service and Beverly
Enterprises)

He could even go further
than the modern doomsayers,
declaring those who use tobacco:
-All grow by slow degrees
"Brainless as chimpanzees
"Meager as lizards,- "Go mad, and beat their
wives;
"Plunge, after shocking
lives,
•'Razors and carving knives
"Into their gizzards."
Caverley would probably
ascribe most of our modern
ills to overuse of the pernicious weed. Yet — and this
should be noted well by the
anticigarette crowd — he can
go on to say:
"Cats may have had their
goose
"Cooked by tobacco juice;
"Still why deny its use
"Thoughtfully taken."
That's one of the many admirable thinsa about the
Great Smokers — their sense
of perspective.
But things have changed
since John Barrymore and
Humphrey Bogart smoked
their way into the hearts of a
nation's women. Now all one's
nonsmoking colleagues — a
growing number, it seems —
take turns telling you how
they gave up • tobacco,sending
the smoker into spasms of
-•
nervous guilt.
At times like that it's good
to remember the heyday of
smoking, and the honorable
place of tobacco in the Meretureof the world.
Let's light up for old times.
GIRLS' VOICES BEST
The British Rail at Harwich, England, has decided
that the clear young voices of
schoolgirls are best for station
announcements and has had
girls from local schools tape
messages in four languages.

Assembly lines
produce boredom
By JON THOMPSON
Copley News Service
One of the more difficult arguments these days might be
whether the automobile is a
product of the assembly line
or the assembly line a product
of the automobile.
In truth, it really matters
little which came first: it's got
to be common knowledge in
this production-oriented,
quantity-conscious society
that we Americans just
couldn't live the good life we
do without that production
line.
But as many obvious benefits as the line has brought,
it's also brought some problems — particularly in the
sprawling factories where it
produces the automobile.
Poor product assemly is one
of the problems. But the
workers protect this charge
and say whatever poor workmanship exists is there because management refuses to
allocate enough time for the
job to be properly done.
Management disagrees and
says the workers just don't
care about what kind of work
they turn out, as long as they
get a paycheck.

Art Weekend
Scheduled At
Carter Caves

But as important as the
workmanship question is, of
even greater importance is
the way the line impacts on
the worker himself.
The name of the game here
is boredom, great crushing
boredom that settles over the
worker as he stands at his
spot on the line and carries
out his assigned task.
Pick up a part, put it to the
chassis, bolt it on. Pick up a
part, put it to the chassis, bolt
it on. Pick.up a part, put it to
the chassis, bolt it on -- and so
on, for eight hours a day, five
days a week.
There's really no arguing
that for a lot of years this has
been a pretty effective way of
turning out the product. But
there's also no arguing, at
least in some circles, that
there ought to be a better way.
Two European automobile
manufacturers, both of them
in Sweden, think they just
may have found that better
way.
Saab and Volvo have both
begun a process in - their
plants known as "group assembly."
Its actually a sort of team
concept and it means a particular team is assigned to the
assembly of a particular unit
or component.
In the case of the Saab factory', the move 'came after
several years of studying
working methods and the design of working areas. It was
decided that for starters, the
system would be employed
during the final assembly
steps of the company's two
liter model 99 automobile engines.
The teams are responsible
for engine assembly then, and
must work within strict quality requirements.
But the manner in which the
work is distributed within the
team and the allocation of
working time per unit is left to
the team members themselves.
At this time, the Saab teams
are composed of three members. But if production increases are desired, e fourth
or even fifth member may be
added.
From all appearances,it's a
rather successful effort, one
that other assembly line factories around the world will
probably eventually find
themselves involved in.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Stumped'again this Christmas
on what to give the person who
has everything and needs
nothing?
Well the Kentucky Department of Parks, in cooperation
with 10 Appalachian artists,
may be able to help you.
A "Meet and Greet The Artists Weekend," scheduled for
Dec. 2-3 at Carter Caves State
Resort Park, Olive Hill, Ky.,
will allow visitors to leisurely
select from the works of such
regional artists as Gen. Gray of
Lexington and Mrs. Nellie
Meadows of Clay City.
Art will be offered for sale
and a short program, conducted by Gray, is planned for
Saturday evening.
The weekend is designed to let
exhibitors meet and mix informally with park guests,
explain their works, and
Automotive questions of
autograph sold prints.
general interest will be anVarious works by the artists
swered in this column. If you
also will be given as door prizes.
have a question about your
----The program is _the first of its
kind in the state park systeM:— -Per, motorcycle _ or _reereational vehicle, write to Motorand if it is successful, similiar
ways, Copley News Service,
exhibitions are planned for
in care of this newspaper.
future dates.
Other artists to be featured
are: Charles L. Ripper, Huntington, W.Va.; Russell May,
Prestonsburg; Helen Price
Stacy. West Liberty; Robert A.
According to the FBI, arPowell, Frankfort, Anita
rests of males for all criminal
Young, I.exington; Douglas
acts, except traffic, outnumAdams, Aria Alexander, Anita
bered arrests of females by
Young, all of Morehead.
six to one during 1971.
For further information
However, arrests of fecontact the Department of
males increased 7 per cent
Park's Central Reservation
while arrests of males were
Service by dialing toll-free 1up 3 per cent over 1970.
800-373-2961.

Male criminal arrests
outnumber female

HEY MOM
"Doll 'Em Up & Bring 'Em in"

LIVING COLOR
LARGE

8x10

99'
Plus 75c
Hondling
end Delivery

Thanksgiving Day Santa Claus Pictures will
be taken and developed
instantly.
Limit: One Per Subject;

Two pai

$1 extra each, no age limit in group
Photographer will be here

UNCLE JEFF'S
Nov. 24, 25, 26
11:00-6:00 Daily
Family,
1:00-5:00 Sunday
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Green Berets Instruct Kentucky Park Rangers
OLIVE HILL, Ky.-His left
hand clinging tightly to a rope, a
forest ranger balanced himself
on the side of a 120-foot cliff.
"On repel!," he shouted to the
Green Beret below him.
"On belay," came the replay.
And feeding rope through the
clasp at his waist, the ranger let
himself down-slipping
momentarily on the wet, mosscovered rock.
And then, "Off repell."
Cliff-repelling was just one of
the field maneuvers that state
park rangers experienced
during a recent week-long
training session at Carter
Caves. The instructors were
four members of the Fifth
Special Forces, Fort Bragg,
North Carolina-Green Berets.
The field program,the first of
its kind in the nation, is
designed to upgrade and better
train the state park rangers by
offering them experience in
first aid, cliff and helicopterrepelling, and arm-to-arm
combat.
-Before the time, our training
program has centered on
'demonstrations from the
Kentucky State .Police, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the Bureau of Narcotics,"

said Col. Lee Tucker,director of
the state Ranger
Division.
"They have been effective, but
they were only classroom
situations. This held program is
practical experience for our
men which, we feel, will make
our parks safer for everyone
who uses them."
Practical experience in first
and instruction was conducted
by a Green Beret paramedic a
position so highly specialized
that such men are authorized to
perform appendectomies in the
field; and included basic lifesaving techniques, such as
splinting, treatment of burns
and procedures to follow in case
of heart attack.
A 15-minute demonstration of
arm-to-arm combat, given by
self-defense specialist Lt.
George Hatrak, officer in
command, was followed up by
training sessions for the
rangers.
Demonstration and training
covered the basic vulnerable
points of the body, counters to
knife or bottle atticlii, and
various offensive and defensive
throws.
-Since January, rangers have
had full State Police powers,"
said Col. Tucker. "This means

q01./ CAN SORT OF MIGRATE
HERE FOR THE oNTE-R ...HAVE
A ECOP Thik
EE
IN THE SPRiNG,..

that they can carry guns and
arrest people when necessary.
Guns are a last resort, so we
feel that unarmed self-defense
will be useful in controlling the
drunk or the assaulter who
wanders into the state park."
The third tiaajor part of the
training session focused on cliff
and helicopter repellingpractice in mountain rescue.
-To me, this is the most
important part of the training,"
said Col. Tucker. "In the past
few,years, we have had several
cases throughout our
state
park system where a child or
hiker has fallen from a cliff or
into a crevice. Because we had
no training in how to get them
out, we always had to wait for a
rescue squad. That's wasting a
lot of time when someone is
injured."
One such case happened last
year at Pennyrile State Park. A
hiker tried to jump over an
eight foot crevice, missed and
fell about 90 feet.
.
A rescue squad h% to lift the
man out of the crevice and
a

SPACE AGE REPORT

Asteroids aren't
serious threat
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
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doctor located to treat him.
"What was needed was first
aid on the spot," said Col.
Tucker. If we could have just
lowered a trained ranger down
into the crevice, a lot of
valuable time would have been
saved."
Thirty-five of the III state
park rangers attended the
training session. Those 35 will
return to their parks and instruct the others.
Col. Tucker, with a 27-year
background in police activities
on the civilian and military
levels, pointed out that most of
the state park rangers are exmilitary or ex-law enforcement
personnel-a step designed to
support Gov. Wendell Ford's
"Hire the Vet" program-and,
therefore, have some of this
type of training within their
experiences, but not enough.
"Of course, we are conducting this training with the
hope that we'll never have to
use it," said the Colonel, "but if
we do, we'll be ready. There's
just no monetary value on a
person's life."

Space travel is a risky business for man and the craft he
sends whirling around the
earth or soaring off toward
the moon or distant planets.
Early in the U.S. space program scientists feared radioactivity and the asteroids that
speed around above the
world's atmosphere were a
threat to the safety of either
manned or unmanned craft
that ventured into that mysterious black void.
Noiv itrlast with- thereeards
smashing flight of Jupiterbound Pioneer 10, these fears
have been put to rest.
First, after discovery of the
Van Allen radiation belts circling the earth, space scientists warned that vehicles
passing through them might
be damaged or disabled, their
propulsion systems put out of
commission. There was concern for the Apollo astronauts
as they prepared in the mid1960s to launch the great adventure to the moon.
But, it developed, radiation
in space created no special
problems for spacecraft or
the men who fly in them.
Now, Pioneer 10 has shown
there is little likelihood that
spacecraft or astronauts will
be imperiled by the showers
of projectile-like asteroid particles that zip through space
after breaking loose from
planets.

at speeds of about 45,000
m.p.h.
But space is so infinite that
the chances of a spacecraft
collision with one of these are
one in many billions.
Pioneer 10 is equipped to
observe and measure objects
from tiny dust particles to
house-sized projectiles. Its
telescopic lenses can pick up
objects as small as Ping-Pong
balls as far away as six-tenths
of a mile.
William Kinard, a NASA
scientist conducting experiments with an array of 234
Pioneer 10 cells which record
satterogLpenetutions as they
strike the spacecraft, -Says
preflight asteroid population
estimates were wrong.
"We expected to see the
rate of particle penetrations
diminish as we left earth's orbit and traveled to the edge of
the Asteroid Belt," Kinard recalls. "We have no evidence
of this. We see no evidence of
earth or Mars sweeping out
particles in their vicinity of
space.
"And we have not seen an
expected tenfold increase in
particle penetrations in the
Belt."
Dr. Robert Sobertnan, in
charge of Pioneer 10 experiments with the four General
Electric' telescopes, suggests
that chances of a damaging
hit to future spacecraft during
passage through the Belt may
be greater than some prelaunch predictions. However,
he adds, the observed rate of
asteroid population and penetrations so far indicates no serious danger to spacecraft
moving through the Belt.
Pioneer 10 is the most ambitious and significant of U.S.
unmanned space probes to the
planets, for the volumes of
data it sends back to earth
will help scientists and engineers determine when and if it
will be feasible to send astronauts to the planets beyond
the moon.

The 570-pound Pioneer 10,
now well beyond the midpoint
of the Asteroid Belt, has run
afoul of no serious hazards
from asteroids. Scientists at
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Ames
Research Center, Mountain
View, Calif., are convinced
now that these cosmic particles, traveling at speeds up to
34,000 miles an hour, are not
likely to penetrate spacecraft.
Pioneer 10 is less than 270
million miles from the sun
and nearly halfway on its trip
to Jupiter, largest of the planets. It is the first to fly beyond
the orbit of Mars, the first to
When construction is compenetrate the doughnutpleted on the National Technishaped Asteroid Belt, the first
cal Institute for the Deaf in
designed to make close obRochester, N.Y., it will be the
servation of outer planets and
only national postsecondary
the first destined ultimately to
technical school for the deaf.
escape the solar system into
Administered by the Deinterstellar space. ----partment of Health, EducaLaunched last March 2, Piotion and Welfare, it combines
neer 10 entered the Asteroid
both unique and <Jorrunori eduBelt region in mid-July and is
cational features to enhance
expected to emerge in Februlearning prospects of deaf and
ary. It is scheduled to fly by
hearing students working toJupiter in December, 1973.
gether
The Asteroid Belt occupies
a region circling the sun beFERRET WALK
tween the...orbits of Mars arid Evesham.
Jupiter. It's about If5milliE41 - -England, clairnad -a ferretmiles across and 50 million
walking .retord for walking
miles thick. The projectiles in
'for 32 minutes with four ferthe belt are believed to range
rets inside his trciusers - he
in size from dust particles to
gave up when bitten in • the
rock chunks as big as the state
thigh.
of Montana, orbiting the sun

Construction started
on school for deaf
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HOW DID SHE
KNOW WHAT I
WAS DOING?

A.

I DON'T SEE
THEM --
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* New Location *

Bill's Mobile Home Repair!
Alma, Ky.
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-0880
For AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
• HURRICANE STRAPS • PLUMBING
• PARTS • COLEMAN, DUO-THERM
& INTERTHERM FURNACES PARTS

HANDMADE QUILTS
room suite; T.V. stand
Phone 753-8160, or see at
Drive.

EARLY AMERICAN cc
chair,$45.00. Phone 7537133.
SNOW TIRES, size E7
new. Phone 753-5920.
GOOD USED G.E. w
dryer, cheap. Phone
after 4:00 p.m.
FOUR ARC male
pups. Phone 753-2378.
USED BALDWIN Sp'
Used Baldwin org
Baldwin grand pian
Piano Company, a
Post Office, Paris,Te
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AUCTION SALE'
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AUCTION SALE

Dear Mommy:
PLEASE BRINGAME SOME HOME BAKED
BREADS, CAKES, PIES, AND PASTRIES AND:,
THOSE HOME CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
FROM THE WOMEN'S BAZAAR
at the

Rotary Community Auction
Saturday, November 25
Court Square, Murray
AUTOS FOR SALE
1961 FALCON wagon. Good
hunting, fishing car. Runs good.
May be seen at 160412 Miller
Ave., Murray.
N24P
PICKUP, 1970 Chevrolet, 29,000
riles, AM-FM Radio,6 cylinder,
standard transmission. May be
seen at 1613 Belmont Drive. N24C

1963 GMC pickup, 283 V
condition. Has new brakes.
$135.00. Phone 7534124.
N28C
1968 FORD truck with dump bed,
grain bed plus cattle racks. Low
mileage, excellent condition. 1967
Olds IS. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-8090 after 5:00 p.m.
N28C
1970 MAVERICK, vinyl roof, new
tires, low mileage. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-9997 or 753TFC
8818. $1250.00.
PONTIAC CATALJNA, 1969, four
door sedan. Extra nice. $1350.00.
Phone 474-2257.
N21C
1968 BUICK La Sabre 4 door hard.
top, power, air with vinyl top.
Phone 753-9785.
N22C

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service November 20, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1578 Est. 800
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
higher Sows steady to 50 cents
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 28.50-29.130
US 1-3200-250 lbs., 28.00-28.51)
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.,
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.,
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.,
US 1-3 350-650 lbs.,
US 2-3 450-650 lbs.,
Boars 20.00-20.75

27.50-28.00
26.75-27.50
22.75-23.25
21.75-22.75
21.00-21.75

First ronerrt
NEW YORK lupliJohann Sebastian Bach's son.
Johann Christian. gave ,the
world's first priblic piano
concert in London in rib8.
That was 717 )ears after the
Italian harpsichord maker,
Baeloinninten CrinInfori, invented the forerunner of
lndity's. modern piano.
"One OT COM ofnri'a -tyro
pianos is now
in the
Metropolitan Museum of New
York. Bach.s third son.
Emanuel, created thePhillip
;first
methodical .q stem of piano
playing

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
November 25, 1:00 p.m. at
Bazzell Grocery in Coldwater,
Ky. This is the second big Army
surplus auction to be held in this
location. There will be Army
clothes of all kinds, pants, shoes,
boots, -shirts, combat jackets,
socks, raincoats, gloves, and
anything you could mention.
There will be tools of all kinds,
also tarpaulins, tents, and some
antique items.
• ?met-anddrinkassill.be.served
Comedressed for cold weather.
Sale conducted by Otto Chester's
Auction Service, with Dan Miller,
apprentice auctioneer. For information phone 435-4042, Lynn
Grove,or 489-2373. "It pays to sell
the Chester Way."
N24C

For Sale
A 5 Room House with bath, in
city limits. Fully carpeted.
electric heat and storm
windows. If you are a handyman you will enjoy the 14 X
18 Ft. block out-building and
spacious garden spot that
comes with this little home.
Located near Hendricks
Market on Highway 121. This
can be yours for only $9,500.
Phone:
753-6734 Days
or
753-1903 Nights
THREE BEDROOM brie'
carpeted living room, den two
baths, kitchen with bu.lt-ins,
carport, utility room, outside
storage building, air conditioned.
On Covey Drive. Phone 7538126.
N21C
BY OWNER; four bedroom
,home, with large den, large
privatepatio, large utility rpm,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC
TWO LOTS, Panorama Shores.
Lake view, goes to TVA line.
Phone 436-2160.
N24C
LAKE COTTAGE, Panorama
Shores, lake view, goes to TVA
line. Central air and heat. All new
carpet, one bedroom. Phone 4362160.
,
N24C
• • PEST CONTROL
AVERAcF IJOIVIE sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Seperior Exterminating Company, plione 7537266.
December5C

BAI.DWIN PIANOS
Bent to purchase p
Piano Company, a
Post Office, Paris,Te
LARGEST VARIE
.in Kentucky. No
rices. Country
Army Surplus, 9
iHopkinsville, Janet'
117 and 164. Open
.4:00p.m.

r

.SCHULT MOBILE
furnished, with w
and air conditione
Fox Meadows.
after 6:00 p.m.

Montgome
1203 Ches
Sale, Wedn
10 percent oft
Goods
Open till

CREOSOTED
treated lumber
logs for dock fl
Lumber Compa
Street.
A GOOD buy...g
Lustre America
ishampoo. Big
ping Center.
BELTONE F
hearing aid Da
hearing aids. W
-SHOP
Amway Prod
5525, Phillis
BASS FISHIN
Mercury mo
trailer, depth
motor. Phone
FIREPLACE
32". Phone 7
2346.
SLEEPIN
Restless? Ge
a safe night
Holland
4th.
CHRISI'M
painted, et
behind M
641 North,
limits.
1 BENCH
new, $302.
with stand
- machines
$375.00. Ph
FINEST IN
10 static f
available
pleasure.
call Murra
5005.
1972 WIN(
mobile h
kitchen.
$107.62.
502-8.
DOGS, I
two yea
three mo
4329
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Call
753-1916 Se
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it With A Classified Ad 7516
•••••
•

FOR SALE
ERED
Cs-a ciS ri

pair

HANDMADE QUILTS; living
room suite; T.V. stand; lamps.
Phone 753-8160, or see at 727 Nash
Drive.
N24C
EARLY AMERICAN couch and
chair,$45.00. Phone 7537133.
N24C
SNOW TIRES, size E78-I4. Like
new. Phone 753-5920.
N24C

MBING
HERM
ARTS

Home
nter
511011020211

SALE

BAKED
RIES AMP:.
E,GETABLES

GOOD USED G.E. washer and
dryer, cheap. Phone 753-3244
after 4:00 p.m.
N24C
FOUR AKC male Dachshund
pups. Phone 753-2378
N24C
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Used Baldwin organ. Used
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
N24C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
N24C
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
.4:00p.m.
N24C
SCHULT MOBILE home, fully
furnished, with washer, dryer
and air conditioner. Located in
Fox Meadows. Phone 7534001
after 6:00 p.m.
N23C

ction
5

SALE, Saturday,
25, 1:00 p.m. at
ry in Coldwater,
the second big Army
ion to be held in this
re will be Army
ll kinds, pants, shoes.
ts, combat jackets,
ncoats, gloves, and
you could mention
be tools of all kinds,
lins, tents, and some
ms.
.eicinks.will.be served.
for cold weather
cted by Otto Chester's
rvice, with Dan Miller,
auctioneer. For inphone 435-4042, Lynn
489-2373. "It pays to sell
r Way."
N24C
ESTATE FOR SALE

or Sale
m House with bath, in
Its. Fully carpeted,
c heat and storm
s. If you are a banyou will enjoy the 14 X
block out-building and
us garden spot that
with this little home.
ed near Hendricks
on Highway 121. This
yours for only $9,500.
Phone:
7534734 Days
Or

753-1903 Nights
E

BEDROOM brie'
living room, der two
kitchen with buil-ins,
t, utility room, outside
e building, air conditioned.
'ey Drive. Phone 753N21C
OWNER; four bedroom
, with large den, large
tet.patio, large utility room,
le cabinets, dishwasher,
age disposal. Close to Carter
Middle Schools. Priced to
Bank loan available to right
on. Phone 753-1822 days, or
TFC
2 nights.

LOTS, Panorama Shores.
ie view, goes to TVA line,
me 436-2160.
N24C

KE COTTAGE, Panorama
res, lake view, goes to TVA
Central air and heat. All new
pet, one bedroom. Phone 436).
N24C
•
•
PEST CONTROL

EBA(E tif;),ME sprayed for
.00. Six month guarantee. No
n.thly contract required.
ferior Exterminating Cornty, phone 7535.
Deceiriber5C

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut

weenesaay only
10

percent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 7 00 P.M

CREOSOTED POLES and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street.
N22C
A GOOD buy...give it a try. Blue
Lustre America's favorite carpet
.shampoo. Big K, Belaire Shopping Center.
N25C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

=52221112

TRIANGLE INN'S

C'A‘,

COLLEGE SHOP

Very Special

For All Your Christmas Gifts
******

14

All New Fall and Winter Selection

SUITS

I 11
14
14

SPORT COATS
Wools and Knits - Solids, Big Plaids,
Patterns, Stripes
******
Great Selection

yen Reig U S
(/-21

o 19/2 to, Un4.1

,4APs MAN./
No.. Sr."... fin

"LET` PLAY E3URE4) OF INDIAN AFFAIR
AND INDIAN."
SERVICES OFFERED
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

Colors

******
Great Selection Gift items
******
1 Group Long Sleeve SHIRTS 1/2 Price

PRO-MODEL bass fishing boat
BELTONE FACTORY fresh with 65 H.P. Mercury motor, all
hearing aid batteries for all make 1972 models. Trolling motor and
N24C
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N22C trailer. Phone 753-2386.

14

4;11,

SHIRTS & TIES
******
Jarman & Bostonian
SHOES
All Styles and

Across From MSU Library
Phone 753-3242
School Is Out-Plenty of Free Parking

Thanksgiving Feast
Open for breakfast 5 a.m. - Cafeteria Line opens 10:30 a.m., serving
continuously thru Thanksgiving Supper - Close 11 p.m.

Wools and Knits, Solids,
Big Plaids, Patterns
All Sizes Great Selection!
******

The College Shop

NOTICE

•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Come To The

1 GrouPK N IT PANTS Flare
25% Off
1 Gr°uP WOOL SUITS
Now Priced from 20 to '40

NOTICE

NOTICE

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m
TFC
MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

307 N. 4th

753-6091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
ISPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
RADIO REPAIR

MUSIC

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments. J A B Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 7537575.

Pianos -Organs
See why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
piano.
purchase. Practice piano and
studios. J88 Music Center,
Murray, Ky. 753-7575

sales-service-Rental

FOR RENT
GENERAL HOUSE wiring,
Installation or rework. No job too FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
big or too small. Call for estimate living room, kitchen, bathroom
436-2159, Jim.
November 27P with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartPIANO TUNING. Registered ments, South 16th Street, 753Craftsman P.T.G. Phone Jerry 6609.
December I4C
Cain I collect) Paducah 554December12C
4636.
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
color TV,air conditioned, electric
FOR THE finest FM stereo Feat. ;100.00
per month, deposit
reception,
subscribe
to required. Phone
753-7358.
TFC
Cablevision. 10 static free FM
stations are available for your
TRAILER, 10'x55', two
listening pleasure. Call Murray HOUSE
Cablevision 753-5005.
D14C bedrooms, electric heat, 21z
miles east of Murray. Phone 7535998 or 753-7856.
N21C

• ROAST NATIVE TURKEY - Cranberry Sauce,
Corn Bread Dressing, Giblet Gravy, Hot Baked Sweet
Potato Butter.
• ROAST TENDERLOIN FILLET with Dressing and
Hot Apple Butter.

• COUNTRY HAM (locally cured) with Red Eye
Gravy and Hot Biscuits.
14
• CHAR-BROILED VIRGINIA HAM with
Compliment Sauce.
•PRIME ROAST BEEF au Jus
• FESTIVELY LARGE COUNTRY FRIED STEAK
14
and Gravy.
• WITH TRADITIONAL VEGETABLES to choose
4 •AN ARRAY OF regular home-made Pies and
14
Holiday Pies, Home-made Ice Cream and Indian Plum
14
14

Pudding.,4
)
U.S. 641 at Sycamore
lormr‘rlirlir lorlurNor-ir-v-ger.r

Phone 753-4953

P
k

FOR RENT
HOUSE: TWO bedrooms, extra
nice, with utility- and carport.
Prefer couple. Phone 753-1502
days or 753-4860 nights.
N21C
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
three rooms,on South 16th Street.
$65.00 per month plus utilities.
Phone 753-4342 or 753-4910 after
5:00 p.m.
N21C

The Murray-Calloway Insurance Agency Announces
the following offices will be closed for the
Thanksgiving Holidays, beginning Nov. 23, 24 &
25th. If anyone needs to get in touch with their
agent, please call at their residence.
Galloway Insurance Agency

CRIB AND mattress, $19.00. G.E.
Holton & Melugin Insurance Agencytoaster oven, $9.00. Corn popper,
HOUSE TRAILER,10'x42', extra
Kentucky Farm Bureau
$6.00. Deep fat fryer, $7.00.
nice, 1968 model. Located near
T.C. Collie Insurance Agency
Playpen, $4.00. F.M. radio.
University. Phone 753-3895 or 753Murray Insurance Agency
$7.00. Garden sprayer, $7.50.
3482.
N21(
Purdom
& Thurman Insurance Agency
WHITE
FUR
coat,
four
years
old.
Phone 753-9371.
N24C
IfifFrP WITI4OUT--gogfe-sm-IPPiniS•
State Farm Insurance Agencies
Like ReW:Phone-253-2868, , N24C
Amway Products. Phone 436FURNISHED HOUSE, four
Wayne Wilson Insurance Agency
MOBILE -HOME,---- 12)(60', two
5525, Phillis Lusk.
N22P
rooms, newly decorated. Also
PAIR OF Beagle pups, bred to bedrooms, air conditioned,
NEED "HELP with yOur EXTR14-4410E four bedroom coaLs,tove for sale. Phone 753-6166
BASS FISHING boat with 50 H.P. train. Also 19" R.C.A. portable carpeted throughout. Located in
Holiday Sewing? house. Carpeted, gas heat, large,after 5:00p.m. .
Ouielrb long sattsfying CeerWry
rooms and plenty of storage.
Mercury motor, 1971 model, televesion with stand. Phone .4351" Murray. Phone Owensboro, Ky..
Ham on a biscuit Great for
Blazers
A
Specialty
4981.
684-0230
after
5:00
p.m.
bath,
HOUSE,
and
rooms
N24C
FIVE
N25C'
Phone 753-5074.
trailer, depth finder and trolling
TFC
breakfast, lunch or anytime. 25
cents
or 4 for 89 cents Sackful
Ph!),,ne,. 79:2353,
in the country. Phone 753-2934
motor. Phone 753-1553.
N21P
economical.
Here oF go.
TWO BEDROOM suites, springs TWO COT mattresses, $2.50 each.
N22NC
after 5:00 p.m,
furnished
BEDROOM
ONE
and
mattresses,
One
baby'
coffee,
bed
end
with mattress, KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
FIREPLACE WOOD, 30" and
AL Inn
tables high chair, baby mat- $15.00 Webcor stereo tape Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South apartment, no children, no pets.
32". Phone 753-9167 or 474Phone 753-4953
TWO BEDROOM furnished
753Phone
month.
per
$80.00
2346.
N21C tress, pans, dishes. Many' items recorder, portable, Regent 13th Street. "Every day you
N27C trailer, air conditioned.One mile
4759.
of clothing including white Coronet model. Works good, delay lets bugs have their
from Murray. $85.00 per month.
SLEEPING
PROBLEM? uniforms. Phone 753-6388. N24P sacrifice, $25.00. Sears automatic way."
TFC
Garbage pick up and water
NEW THREE bedroom brick
was*, needs timer switch,
Restless? Get Snoozer Tablets for
furnished. Phone Cadiz 522apartment,
carpet,
central
heat
310.00.
1961
Ford, runs good.
a safe night's sleep. Only 98 cents
N27C
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER and air, range, disposal, washer 6332.
The Murray Land Fill Will Be Open . .
N21C
Holland Drug Store, 109 South TELEVISION, COLORED, like $150.00. Phone 753-0393.
Shop, 209 Walnut. Haircut $1.25. and dryer hook up, large
new,
lot.
$400.00.
Power
saw,
XL9,
4th.
N22C
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. weekdays, $150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC
like new plus 3 ricks of wood,
GUTTERS-SEARS
all Saturday 9:00-6:00 p.m. Sunday
$135.00. Phone 474-2317 after 5:00
CHRISTMAS TREES; flocked,
aluminum seamless gutters morning by appointment. Shoe
for the convenience of the residents of the City of
p.m.
N24P installed
painted, etc. Birdsong Shop,
on your home by our Shine, 25 cents pair, boots 50 FURNISHED TRAILER or 2
Murray.
TWO
bedroom
apartment,
BEDROOM
one
HOUSE
mile
behind Mo-Go Service Station,
factory on wheels. Phone Larry cents pair.
TFNC
east of Murray on Hwy. 121. 3 miles from Court
641 North, one mile from city 24' CRUISER, Sleeps four, Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Square
MURRAY SANITATION SYSTEM
Phone 753-9957.
N21C Has den, living room, kitcherr;-,
limits.
N25P marble tables, 1968 model, 85 estimate.
D14C
tank
ESTIMATE
septic
FREE
on
Rex
Billingron, Supt.
H.P. motor, capable of pulling
dining room, and utility room.
1 BENCH saw with attachments, skiers. Phone Puryear, Tenn., HAND CROCHETED Afghans. installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Electric
heat,
storm
doors and
WANT TO BUY
new. $302.00 cash. 1 Joiner 4 - 247-3720.
windows.
N22C
N22NC Phone 436-2318.
As of November 17, 1972, r will
HELP WANTED
YOUNG'S
SEPTIC
Service.
Tank
with stand $139.90.. All new. Both
WANT TO BUY old furniture, Available December 1.
not be responsible for any other
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
_ We clean septic tanks, grease attic junk, or anything of value.
machines priced to sell for
other than my own.
Phone 435-4852 between Murray area. Company car debts
traps, all kinds of waste Phone 436-2135.
$375.00. Phone 753-9785.
N22C
November21C
Ted Barnett.
N25P
furnished
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247for
business and
4:00 and 6:00 p.m.
pleasure. Group hospital and life
7048.
December21C WANT TO BUY good used
FINEST IN FM stereo reception.
insurance, retirement paid 100
upright piano, reasonable. Phone
10 static free FM stations are
available for your listening
WILL BABY-SIT in my home. 753-6069, before 2:30 pont. N24P FURNISHED APARTMENT, per cent by company. $8,000 to
three rooms, with screened in $12,000 first year potential. Must
Will furnish references. Phone
pleasure. For more information
call Murray Cablevision 753753-8334.
N21C HUNTERS St TRAPPERS, porch and utility closet. Phone have previous sales experience
or sales aptitude.Interviews will
November 27, I will start buying 753-6524. Available December
5005.
Decemberl4C
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
104 N. 13th St.
1.
furs
N28C
at
my
of
south
home,
ihiles
3
PIANO
TUNING-Repair1972 WINCHESTER two bedroom
on Saturday if necessary. Call
Murray on Hwy. 641. Some furs
rebuilding.
Prompt
expert sermobile home, Ili baths, raised
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
* Ceramic Supplies
SHAG
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt will be cured and the market THREE BEDROOM brick house,
kitchen. Take over payments,
for appointment.
electric
fireplace,
heat,
double
'established,
firmly
or
bring
so
TFC
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
$107.62. Phone collect Roy Taylor
* Free Instruction
carport. On Kentucky' Lake, near
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- send them to me. I have always
502-838-6635.
N21C
WANTED MAN: this area now
New Concord. Phone 436handling
appreciatedyour
furs.
8911.
Open Tues.-Sat.
November21C
DIAL A NAP' ADJUSTS SUCTION POVVER FOR
N28C available for sales and service of
Open weekly Monday through 2427.
MAXIMUM CLEANING EFFICIENCY ON ANY CARPET,
DOGS, LEOPARD curt, female,
Ph. 753-J373
Electrolux.
For
details
full
write
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back Friday'. Douglas Shoemaker,
two years old. Also two pups,
Electrolux, Ill South 6th Street
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp Route 4, Murray. Phone 753TWO BEDROOM furnished or
three months old. Phone 437•Hygienically-Treated Disposable Dust
753-5933.
TFC 3375.
N24C unfurnished apartment, central Paducah, Ky. 42001, or phone 443- EARN $100 per sale. Leads
Bag
4329.
INI22NC
6469.
TFC furnished. No investments. Call
heat and air. Good location.
•Adjustable 3-Position Handle. Condisc
type
trailer
WANT
BUY
TO
Collect 5151 243-0511 between 8
Available October 1. Phone 753venient Toe Switch
plow, in good condition. Phone 4331.
and 7 C.S.T. M. Olson of Federal
•Only 6" High, Glides Easily Under Low
TFC
HAVE YOUR BOAT 492-8784.
N28P
Furniture
Machine Corp., or write P.O. Box
•All Metal Construction, Lifetime
KITCHEN
for
1713, Des Moines,Iowa
HELP
TRAILER SPRAYED
Lubricated motor
N22I'
$5995
50306.
INVITATION TO HID
About Our
ONLY
and BUS BOYS
•Patent Pending
The Calloway County Board of
BEFORE SPRING!
FOR RENT
Education is asking for bids on
LOST St FOUND
Aluminum Plates
Modern Office Space-524
Above Average Wages
one hundred 100) band uniforms.
sq. ft.-first floor, central
Please Apply In Person FOUND _INJURED black and
Specifications are on file in the
heating, air, utilities
each
Board's office and interested
white male dog on M.S.U.
furnished, parking space,
Above !lit Nor
bidders may obtain a copy there.
Campus. Phone 762-3376.
N2I1P
interested
If
contact
CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN
Elearong tools
753-9382 or 753-6995 All bids i»ust be in the Board's
MOOR
opt.eiNal
Fired
Western
Dark
The Ledger & Times
10 STATIC free FM stereo radio'
oftiee,-zoo South 6th Street, on or
Tobacco
Growers
Hwy. 641 N
stations that can be found by
before 12:00' Noon, December 4,
103 N. 4th Street
Association,
Tobacco,
LEASE
FOR
installing an FM outlet to your
1972.
Building. 206-208 Maple
SALESLADY WANTED. Retail
Murray, Ky.
PtirdbMIS,
cablevision installation.
existing
'COMMERCIAL BUH,DINt;, 104-- The .Ctajlow&County Board of
Street. Murray. Kentucky.
store, permanent position. Send
We Service What We Sell"
Cableyisirm, 753Call
North 4th Street. 31'x100'. For Education reserves' the right tz
Murray
Phone 753-1916
Tefs. 753-3341.33i2to P.O. Box 32-Q,
D14C
5005.
mitirrila tion phone 753-5549. N22P reject any or all bldst
N29C
Murray-Ary7•

LAND FILL OPEN

FOR RENT

Thanksgiving Day

DIAL YOUR CARPETS CLEAN!

ESTES
CERAMIC Arts

NEW EUREKA

OPENINGS

CALL

MYHILL & WILSON

254

•

^
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Kentucky Roundup
West Liberty man
SALYERSVILLE, Ky. 1API-A 33-year-old
for the Rural
project
a
on
g
workin
while
y
Monda
was electrocuted
Electrification Administration.
crossed two wires
Darrell Gene Caskey died after he apparently
with another
pole
a
on
g
workin
was
He
dead.
he believed to be
Magoffin County.
worker about three miles from Salyersville in

Several Cases Are Heard
In Murray Police Court

Funeral Services
For M. Ray Smith
Being Held Today

R 21, 1972
TUESDAY-NOVEMBE

Tragic Plane Crash
Leaves City Shocked

Jones
(Continued from Page 1
She said she heard Jones ask
Dick if "he had ever killed a
man before." She said that her
husband said "no" and Jones
then said, "Well I have and I
have spent some time in prison
because of it. This was my
second but I just had to do it."
Defense attorney Bill Looney
told the court that Mrs. Dick
had a vested interest in the case
because her husband was involved and asked the court to
consider her testimony in that
light.
Sheriff Williams said that he
had located some eyewitnesses
but he refused to identify them
and told Looney "there was
more than one."
Several customers and employees testified that all three
men were in the place of
business Saturday night but
there was some disagreement
witnesses who
among the
testified as to who left when and
with whom.
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